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Executive Summary 

 

This report has been produced as the second stage of a project funded by the Plumbing 
Industry Commission (PIC), which is seeking to provide assistance to potential new 
entrants and individuals from all parts of the industry to identify and understand the 
various career paths which are available to them once they have completed their 
plumbing apprenticeships and during their career in the plumbing industry.   

This second stage report presents and analyses data gained through forums, telephone 
and face to face interviews, as well as through the surveys completed by plumbers in 
Victoria.   In all, across this project as well as the project which has examined the need 
for a professional development framework for the plumbing industry, the following 
consultation was conducted: 42 in-depth interviews, 3 forums, 1,322 complete surveys, 
and a variety of telephone interviews and meetings with plumbers, insurance brokers, on-
line training delivery providers and PIC members and stakeholders. 

In developing an appropriate methodology for the project, it was considered important to 
define the target audience for whom career path information needs to be provided.  
Three separate groups have been identified, including young people considering their 
first career whilst still at school, as well as the families, friends and career advisers who 
influence these individuals, mature age new entrants, and people already working in 
some part of the plumbing sector and who may wish to consider a change of occupation 
to another sector of the plumbing industry.   

 

Career Pathway Information – Defining the Need 

As discussed in the first report from this project, career path planning and mapping have 
been developed for a number of diverse industries both in Australia and overseas.  
However, within the construction industry in general, and the plumbing industry in 
particular, the focus has been strongly placed on attracting young people into 
apprenticeships, with the career progression for plumbers predominantly being seen from 
apprentice to registered plumber to licensed plumber.  As a result, little structured 
information has been available 
on the more specialised 
occupations within the general 
plumbing field or the other 
career paths into related 
occupations for the industry.   

Data gathered during the 
project indicates that there 
have been significant changes 
in plumbing roles and careers 
over the years, with 54% of 
survey participants disagreeing 
with the statement that there 
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have been few changes.  75% also felt that there are increasing numbers of career 
pathways after a few years of experience, demonstrating the variety of roles beyond the 
simple registration categories, and 82% believed that there are many new and emerging 
occupations within the industry.  It appears, however, that those who do not work in the 
specialised sectors struggle to understand what these areas involve.  If this is the case, 
then it would indicate that those sectors are likely to have difficulty in attracting 
entrants, particularly from individuals who are currently working in the general plumbing 
field.  A number of survey respondents also believed that the green/sustainability sector 
is not well understood.  More timely and detailed occupational and career information 
may be needed to address these issues, and this is supported by the fact that 79% of 
survey respondents and most of those who participated in forums and interviews believed 
that there is a need for a comprehensive source of career path information.  Those who 
took part in interstate and Victorian interviews believed that there is little structured 
career path information currently available. 

 

Career Path Information – New Entrants 

The future viability of the plumbing industry will depend on the availability of a 
committed and highly skilled workforce.  The primary source of these individuals will 
come from new entrants to the industry.  Whilst the vast majority of these will be 
focused on completing a general plumbing apprenticeship, gaining registration and then, 
potentially, becoming licensed practitioners, the industry will also need to give 
consideration to how best to educate this group about the ongoing and alternative career 
pathways which are available to them.  By having a robust career path information 
system in place, it is hoped that the industry will appeal to a wider range of potential 
new entrants who are able to see the possibilities for an ongoing, diverse and rewarding 
career within the industry. 

In order to be able to develop and effectively target appropriate career path information 
for potential new entrants, some indication was needed about how well informed this 
group is already with regard to the various career options which are available to them.  
62.5% of survey respondents felt that the general public is unaware of the various career 
opportunities which are available.  Throughout the forums and interviews, a common 
theme emerged with regard to this question.  There was almost universal agreement 
amongst research participants that, to the public, the image of the industry was that a 
plumber wore overalls, installed pipes, and unblocked drains and toilets.  The feeling of 
research participants was that this image was responsible for many potential new 
entrants turning away from plumbing as a career and that there needs to be some process 
in place to demonstrate the diversity of work which is undertaken within the plumbing 
sector in order to overcome this stereotype.  Project participants also felt that it is 
important to present the general public with information on the public health and 
sustainability aspects of the industry in order to attract a wider range of potential new 
entrants. 

Survey respondents felt that the public lacks an awareness of the diversity of the 
industry, underestimates the knowledge required to work in the industry and has 
misconceptions with regard to the earning potential of those working in the industry.  
Accordingly, survey respondents reported a belief that the general public has a poor 
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perception of the trade.  31% also felt that customers were unaware of the breadth or 
limits of the plumber’s role.  This lack of awareness of the opportunities available may 
account for the fact that almost 61% of survey respondents believe that most plumbers 
became interested in the trade because they, or their family, knew a plumber.  49.9% of 
respondents felt that this meant that the industry was missing out on attracting those 
individuals who are not connected in any way to the plumbing trade and that it is 
therefore necessary to get career information out to the wider community.   

Opinions were divided about whether there is sufficient career information already 
available with 46.2% agreeing that there is.  Interviewees and forum participants were 
also divided on the issue with some believing that there is already sufficient information 
and others stating that there is not enough information and that what is out there is not 
useful.  This diversity of opinion with regard to the current availability of career 
information demonstrates that, at the moment, many appear to be unsure about what is 
available and how effective it is in meeting the needs of those exploring a career in the 
industry.  This would indicate that the information which is currently offered by some 
organisations is not meeting the wider need. 

Interestingly, when asked what information they felt was needed in order to attract a 
wide range of new entrants into the industry, there were also a diverse number of views 
amongst research participants.   Some felt that the industry needed to be promoted 
through some type of branding, some believed that overview information about careers in 
the trade was sufficient, whilst others felt that potential new entrants should be 
presented with details about the individual occupations themselves.  Again, this lack of 
agreement amongst those already in the industry demonstrates that many individuals 
recognise that there is a need for more careers assistance, but have given little thought 
to determine how best to identify useful and relevant information.   

When asked what information would be important to provide for potential new entrants, 
research participants identified the following: 

• training required for this 
career 

• how this job will lead to 
other future roles 

• a description of a normal 
week in this role 

• hear from someone in the 
job/career 

• range of pay 
• what kind of person is suited 

to this role 
• different roles available 

to someone with my 
experience 

• previous jobs that can lead to this role 
• starting pay scale 
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Whilst there was some agreement about drilling down into what some of these 
occupations involved, the level to which this should be done was not clear for many of 
those who took part in interviews.  As well, whilst many of the research participants had 
specific ideas about what information would be useful, none of them discussed the 
resource issues involved in accessing that information from the necessary variety of 
sources, developing that information into a useful system for distribution and the 
maintenance needed to ensure the ongoing currency of such information. 

79.2% of survey respondents felt that more information is needed by young people and 
72.9% believed that mature age new entrants also need more information.  Forum 
attendees, survey respondents and those who participated in interviews were all asked 
whether they believed that young people needed different information to more mature 
age new entrants.  There were varying responses from many of the project participants, 
with some feeling that both groups would need the same information, some believing 
that the same information should be provided but that information should be presented 
in a different format for each group, and others indicating that different information was 
needed by young people as opposed to mature age new entrants.  Again, this diversity of 
responses is further indication that there is no consensus view on the best structure and 
content for an effective career path information system.  Some participants felt that, for 
young people, information should be kept simple and basic, relating to apprenticeships, 
training and the ‘various streams available within the industry’.  Others believed that 
young people are more focused on their long-term career opportunities and that they 
should be made aware at the earliest possible time about the opportunities which are 
available to them.  Some also discussed the information which the parents of young 
people need, including information about safety in the industry. 

With regard to mature age new entrants, there was general consensus that this group will 
bring more life experience to the search for a new career and that information presented 
to them needs to include the long-term career opportunities which are available in the 
industry.  This was seen as particularly important due to the fact that many in this group 
are likely to be facing a significant drop in pay to take on an apprenticeship, if that is 
their preferred way of entering the industry.  The final response group of interviewees 
and forum participants believed that both groups need the same information.  This 
includes the diversity of work, the qualifications and how long it takes to achieve them, 
facts about the industry and the variety of work they might do in a day.   

Survey respondents, forum attendees and those who took part in interviews were also 
asked for their thoughts on how best to present career path information to potential new 
entrants.  For young people, school visits, school based training, a website and other 
technologies, and career expos were seen to be the most useful tools.  For mature age 
new entrants, a website, careers expos, flyers/brochures, trade associations and trade 
journals were considered to be the prime mechanisms. 

 

Career Path Information – for industry practitioners 

Whilst it is vitally important to ensure an ongoing supply of new entrants for the industry, 
one of the other critical factors which needs to be considered is how best to ensure that 
those who already work in the industry are retained, particularly those who operate as 
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general plumbers.  As well as forming the bulk of the industry itself, this group also forms 
the likely pool from which the more specialised sectors of the plumbing industry will seek 
to find their practitioners.  Although it may seem to many that those working in the 
industry are likely to want to stay within their own areas of expertise, the evidence 
collected during this project shows that, for many of them, this is not necessarily the 
case.   

51.5% of survey respondents believed that current apprentices are unaware with regard 
to the career opportunities which are open to them once they become registered.  There 
were varying points of view with regard to the level of career awareness of those already 
working as registered or licensed plumbers.  61% of survey respondents believed that 
people working in their own sector need more career information and 60% believed that 
people with the same length of experience are also in need of assistance.  Whilst there is 
no overall agreement about how knowledgeable people already working in the industry 
are with regard to potential career paths, there does appear to be general agreement 
that there is insufficient information for plumbers across a range of industry sectors to be 
able to make informed decisions about their future opportunities.  The types of career 
information needs which were identified by forum attendees and interview participants 
included: 

• details of what the different occupations involve 

• the challenges of the job and the benefits. 

• relationship of current skills to new pathways 

• the pathways needed to get from one occupation to another – this could be in the 
form of a visual schematic showing the various pathways and their relationship to 
each other 

• benefits of each pathway 

• opportunities available in each sector, including interstate 

• pay scales for different occupations 

• new and emerging occupations and what they entail 

• where to go for further information about specific occupations 

• information about where people can go beyond plumbing, eg. professional levels 
through university education. 

• training and qualifications required for different career paths, including detail on 
the courses - commitment, timeframes, content, examinations, etc. 
 

From the above, it would appear that it is not sufficient simply to provide the details 
about the various career options which are available.  Plumbers will also need to be 
provided with information on the benefits to be attained by their career moves, as well 
as directed towards some form of support in making the move.  This support might be in 
the form of ‘tips and tricks’ for returning to study, through a skills mapping matrix 
showing the relationship of the skills they currently possess to their potential new 
occupation, and in the provision of strategies for dealing with change. 
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The types of mechanisms which were identified for distributing career information to 
industry practitioners included: 

• a website 
• trade journals 
• trade associations 
• flyers/brochures 
• career expos 

A comprehensive website was seen by many as the primary tool for providing career path 
information to those already working in the industry.  There was also discussion about the 
articles which already appear in trade journals such as Insight and Plumbing Connections.  
These articles were seen as very valuable in describing a variety of occupations within 
the industry and giving plumbers some information to assist them in understanding what 
that work involves.  Written material which could be provided through trade associations, 
the union, plumbing supply businesses and PIC mailouts, as well as an electronic 
newsletter through the PIC were also seen as valuable tools in disseminating career path 
information.  The use of television and radio were seen as less desirable strategies due to 
the cost involved.  Other project participants identified a variety of electronic media 
such as CD ROMs, pop-ups on E-toolbox, email, SMS, etc. as tools which might be useful.   

One of the other primary sources of information which was identified by those attending 
forums was the use of existing networks of plumbers.  This appears to be a particularly 
effective communication mechanism in regional areas, with 68% of survey respondents 
agreeing that most plumbers find out about different career paths through their networks 
with other plumbers, whilst only 10% disagreed with this statement.  However, whilst 
most plumbers acknowledged the importance of the network in finding career path 
information, over half of them were also aware of the difficulty which can be faced by 
those who are not part of such a network.  These responses would indicate that much of 
what is happening in the broader industry is only well known to those on the ‘inside’ so 
that, if a plumber is not engaged with the ‘right people’, it can be very difficult to find 
relevant information.    This would indicate the need for an external source of 
information on career paths which can be accessed by anyone in the industry. 

 

The role of the PIC 

Having gained a deeper understanding of the career path information needed by potential 
new entrants as well as existing plumbing practitioners, it was also important to discover 
which organisation or group of organisations is best placed to develop and deliver this 
information to the industry.  77.1% of survey respondents were in favour of the PIC 
playing a major role in this area.  This viewpoint was also strongly supported by forum 
attendees and those who participated in interviews.  Whilst there has been very strong 
support for the PIC to take on this work, many of the project participants also felt that 
the PIC needs to include other organisations such as the union, the industry associations 
and the education providers in this process to ensure that a common message in being 
presented.   
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There was enthusiastic agreement amongst those interviewed and attending forums that 
the career path information system which will be developed for Victoria could be the 
precursor to a national system.  This viewpoint was strongly endorsed by those 
representatives of interstate regulators, industry associations and education providers 
who took part in telephone interviews.  With the proposed move to a national licensing 
system, this was seen as a natural progression.   

Whilst there was some concern with the current level of unknowns with regard to how 
the national licensing system will operate, there was consistency that, if a national 
career path information system is developed it could, at least initially, be managed by 
the National Plumbing Regulators’ Forum (NPRF).  The general feeling was that, once 
there is more clarity, the career path information process could then be taken over by 
whatever body is established to oversight the national licensing system.  However, there 
was still a sense that a national regulatory body would still need to engage with the 
industry associations and other interested groups to ensure that there is an industry wide 
approach to the development and delivery of career path information. 

 

Developing Career Maps for the Plumbing Industry 

58.2% of survey respondents felt that the availability of a comprehensive source of career 
path information would have a high impact on the plumbing industry.  Current career 
information is inadequate and primarily describes individual licence capabilities.   This 
does not adequately reflect the diversity of roles within the industry.  In the past, career 
pathways have usually assumed a relatively linear progression in a profession or, even 
more commonly, advancement upward through an organisational hierarchy.  However, 
the rapid pace of change and the growing complexity of many industries have resulted in 
many people managing careers which involve both lateral and vertical progression 
opportunities.  Having access to career information which can provide insights into 
various occupations is vitally important, particularly in an industry where many 
practitioners are self-employed and do not have the career structure and support which is 
provided for staff in many large organisations with HR departments. 

Despite this more constant and fluid management of careers, the job role is still the 
dominant construct.  As organisational career pathways become less prominent, some 
research has shown that the ‘occupation’ has become the primary means of mapping a 
career which crosses organisational boundaries and contracting roles.   However, other 
research views the context of managing careers at an even more micro level, expressing 
careers in terms of capabilities and competencies.  Both job roles and capabilities are 
important in the context of developing plumbing career pathway information.  Many 
plumbers clearly describe their role in both contexts: the job that they do and the 
capabilities that differentiate what they do from another plumber.   

Mapping out job roles that typify various career paths is essential if plumbers are to see 
the ‘big picture’ or overall view.  Individuals need to understand ‘What jobs are available 
and how do they link together?’ if they are going to actively plan their careers.  Clearly, 
there are many plumbers who are quite happy in their current job roles.  However, if the 
industry is to attract a wider entrant pool and retain eager and goal oriented 
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practitioners, then there is a need to provide career information on the wide array of 
occupations which are on offer within the industry and beyond. 

A model for career management which appears to closely align with vocational careers is 
presented by the United Nations.  This model highlights the importance of the following 
for individuals: 

1. Exposure to occupational information 

2. Cognitive rehearsal of vocational aspirations – that is, practitioners need a process 
which enables them to rehearse mentally how they will translate the information 
into useful strategies 

3. Acquisition of some cognitive structure for organising information about self, 
occupations and their relations – creating some sort of useful ‘map’ which will 
enable the practitioner to make sense of the information 

4. social support or reinforcement  

This model largely fits the context of the stakeholder feedback and informs the suggested 
development framework for plumbing career information, which involves the following 
four stages: 

Highlight Occupations - involves providing access to information on the various 
occupations available.   

Occupational Information - provides for the ability to better understand what is truly 
involved in the occupation.   

Structure - revolves around delivery of career information in an organised fashion which 
allows an individual to navigate the information and relate it to their personal situation.   

Differentiating Capabilities - involves developing a system which includes support and 
reinforcement for individuals to develop their careers, providing them with data which 
enables them to build the capability to take on new job roles if that is their goal.  A key 
element of this system support will involve the provision of information highlighting the 
capabilities and competencies required for each job role.   

Highlighting the differentiating capabilities will allow most plumbers to focus on 
developing the 
competencies most valued 
within the role, and this 
could be done through 
utilisation of the proposed 
CPD program.  This clear 
linkage between the two 
programs will take time to 
develop, but provides strong 
support and reinforcement 
for a dynamic and flexible 
workforce. 

Through the survey, 
plumbers were asked how 
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they would describe the type of work they do to another plumber.  The goal of this 
question was to better understand how industry practitioners currently differentiate job 
roles and whether there are any particular frames of reference they use when giving 
these descriptions. It was considered that these frames of reference could then provide 
an approach to collecting information about different job roles in the industry and 
grouping them into some form of presentable structure.  From the 499 Victorian plumbers 
who responded to this open question, the job descriptions tended to fall within three 
different reference frames – sector, stage and category.  As well, a potential fourth 
frame of reference was identified by the researchers, dealing with the transition 
practitioners may make into supervisory roles.    

Categories: 

• General plumbers tend to view drainage, gas, roofing and fire as separate 
categories to a ‘general plumber’ 

• Many general plumbers describe themselves as a ‘general plumber, plus ...’ one 
of these specialties 

• Most self-described specialists are in roofing, drainage, mechanical, gas and fire 

• Specialists will often describe themselves beyond their licence category, to 
include the type of equipment, appliance or environment within which they work  

Stage 

• Plumbers involved in installation specify more often which sector they work in as 
opposed to those who work in maintenance (i.e. residential, commercial or 
industrial) 

• Installation plumbers often identify with a product or equipment specialty 

• Maintenance plumbers are more commonly a ‘general plumber, plus ...’ (see 
above) 

• Maintenance plumbers more often have a prime customer (e.g. a company) or a 
specific area of a sector (e.g. hospital, power station, local government) 

Sector 

• In residential, domestic maintenance is very large and often describes a particular 
customer base (e.g. rentals) 

• Commercial sector plumbers usually describe specific types of commercial area 
(e.g. multi-story, factories, shopping malls, schools, hotels, hospitals, etc.) 

• Industrial sector plumbers describe specific types of industrial area or equipment 
in which they specialise (e.g. power station, large gas fired equipment) 

Level 

• This frame of reference relates to the progression of a practitioner from a 
predominantly ‘hands on’ plumbing role into the leadership/management 
functions of a leading hand/supervisor/manager 
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• Will involve gathering information on the amount of business related activities 
undertaken in these roles.  This will include capabilities and competencies 
relating to staff supervision, training, etc. 

Although many plumbers may describe their job role in different ways, there will be 
obvious job role similarities which can be grouped together.  This is an important aspect; 
the intent is not to provide a list of 1000 job roles that differ so slightly that it becomes 
confusing and unwieldy.  The issue will be to make a decision on when there are 
sufficient differences in job tasks to warrant the identification of a ‘new’ occupation, 
rather than the same job role with varying tasks.  Grouping the various descriptions into a 
‘typical’ job role will be a critical challenge in the next stage of this project.   

These four frames of reference provide a strong basis for the next step in developing a 
list of current plumbing job roles.  They appear to be the current means which plumbers 
use to describe themselves within the industry and allow for a basis to begin the 
collection of job role information.  However, analysis of the data gathered through the 
project tends to indicate that career information may need to be presented in differing 
formats.  For new entrants, it is best presented in terms of the registration and licensing 
categories for the mainstream plumbing trade, and for each specialist occupation outside 
of that group.  For those already working in the trade, the data discussed above shows 
that practitioners are seeking information based on previously discussed descriptors and 
frames of reference given by the plumbers themselves.   

 

Structure and Framework for Implementation 

A robust and sustainable career path information system must be based on sound 
principles if it is to achieve the end goal of improving the overall effectiveness of the 
plumbing industry.  Listed below are the overarching principles which have been 
identified as a result of the research undertaken as part of this project. 
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Principle 1 - Recognise the diversity of the industry - Any career path information system 
which is developed needs to take account of the diversity of the plumbing industry and 
the many individuals who make up that industry.  Each of these individuals will have their 
own career and personal aspirations and these will involve a wide variety of occupational 
combinations.  The career path information system will need to allow multiple 
combinations of these occupations to be explored. 

Principle 2 – Cover the range of occupational pathways - all sectors and occupations 
within the industry need to be represented so that both new entrants and those already 
working in the industry are able to find information on their preferred career paths.  
These occupations will need to be linked in a variety of ways to show how different 
career progressions can occur. 

Principle 3 – Maintain simplicity of use - The extreme diversity of the industry and the 
amount of information which will need to be presented have the potential to make the 
system highly complex.  Therefore, whilst it is important to ensure that the career path 
information system is comprehensive enough to provide information on the various 
occupations and sectors within the industry, it will also need to remain simple for users 
to navigate and use so that they are easily able to find the information they need.  

Principle 4 – Contain sufficient occupational detail – The system will also need to 
contain sufficient occupational and job role detail for users to make informed decisions 
about the various occupations they are researching.  The range of detail should include 
occupational qualifications and salary information where appropriate.   Processes will 
need to be established with the various sector associations to access initial information 
and to periodically update that information to ensure its ongoing currency for users. 

Principle 5 – Use various media - In order to ensure that it meets the needs of a variety 
of different users, the career path information system will need to use a range of 
different media.  The media which were identified as most useful by participants include 
technology, particularly a website, and personal contact through school presentations 
and career nights.  The availability of some written material will also be important so 
that users who are not technology savvy are not discouraged from using the system. 

Principle 6 – Not be too burdensome or costly to maintain - Whilst the career path 
information system needs to be comprehensive enough to make it useful to those who are 
seeking information, this will need to be balanced by examining strategies to ensure that 
it is sustainable in the long term.  As such, further research needs to occur to ensure that 
the media and processes used to develop and maintain the system are not too 
burdensome or costly for the PIC to bear, and are not so complex that they discourage 
other interested organisations from contributing.   

One potential structure which can be used to make sense of all of this information is the 
‘career tree’ with each industry category being held on one ‘branch’ and the 
occupational hierarchy climbing that branch.  A device such as a ‘rope bridge’ could scale 
between branches where there is opportunity for one occupation to cross over into 
another category branch.  Each branch would present occupational options hierarchically, 
with the occupations available to those just registered and then licensed at the lower and 
middle parts of the branch.  This structure would be particularly useful for potential new 
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entrants as well as for those who are fairly new to the industry, eg. apprentices.  The 
higher levels of the branch could differentiate occupations by the frames of reference 
mentioned previously.  Where specialist occupations sit within a specific sector, they 
would appear at the top of the branch for that industry category, although it should be 
noted that some practitioners specialise early in their careers and diversify as they gain 
more experience.  Specialist occupations such as teaching or inspection, which are not 
attached to a specific industry category, could sit on a specific specialist occupations 
branch.  A user could select the branch itself to access generic information about the 
industry sector as a whole.  Again, this would be useful for those considering a career in 
the industry.  This information could include links to the industry associations which are 
relevant to that sector.  When a user selects a specific occupation on a branch, they 
would access more detail about the occupation itself. 

The PIC could choose an alternative structure similar to the one used in the transport and 
logistics website which was described in the first report from this project.  That structure 
would involve the use of a graphic to represent each industry sector.  For example, a gas 
appliance could represent that sector, a tap could represent the water sector, etc.  The 
more specialised areas would need more creative graphics.  For instance, a high rise 
building could represent the commercial sector.  Consideration would need to be given as 
to how to reflect cross over opportunities between sectors in this type of structure. 

The following methodology may be useful for the PIC in developing a career path 
information system. 

Connection with CPD program - The PIC will need to allocate both human and financial 
resources to develop and maintain a robust career path information system.  This system 
should also be connected to the PIC’s proposed Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD) program as there is a strong connection between these systems.   The 
distinguishing skill/knowledge/capability sets identified for each occupation in the next 
phase of the project could become enablers for the CPD program and give strategic 
guidance to users on the CPD activities which would assist them in making the transition 
to a new career opportunity, as well as to more clearly understand emerging capabilities 
in their existing occupations. 

 Identifying the appropriate media - As identified by participants, a range of media will 
be needed to present career path information to users.  Web-based technology was 
identified as the primary source of information, with personal contact through school 
presentations, career nights, other electronic media and written material also rating 
highly.  It is suggested that, during the next phase of the project, further research needs 
to be conducted into the specific various media which might be used to develop and 
deliver career path information.  This research would involve investigating proprietary 
web technology which might optimise the usefulness of methods of presenting the 
information to users.  Development of written material will also need to occur and 
research should be undertaken to determine the best format for this material to take.  
Issues which will need to be taken into consideration will be cost of development and 
ongoing maintenance of both written and electronic information systems, as well as the 
compatibility of web based technology with the technology already in use by the PIC, 
such as E-Toolbox. 
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Gathering further data - Whilst this project has identified a range of types of 
information which need to be included in a career path information system, the next 
stage will require further research to gather that specific data by occupation or other 
distinguishing characteristics, such as frames of reference.  To do this, the PIC will need 
to engage with industry associations and, where necessary, other relevant stakeholders 
such as those working in specialist occupations.   

Staged Implementation - Given the complexity of a comprehensive career path 
information system for an industry as diverse as plumbing, a staged implementation is 
recommended.  In developing a comprehensive career path information system, it is 
recognised that a very large amount of information will need to be collected and sorted.  
If the decision is taken to complete this whole process before release of the system to 
users, then the PIC can expect significant delays in the launch.  It is therefore 
recommended that a staged approach be taken to the development and release of the 
system.  Concurrently with the collection of career and occupational data, the staged 
implementation could involve the following process. 

Stage 1 - The first stage should involve identification of the various industry 
categories and the occupations which sit within them, described in terms of the job 
roles/frames of reference detailed previously.  This initial data may be gathered 
through discussion with industry associations, focus groups, surveys, etc.  The 
occupational information should be loaded onto the selected web based platform and 
could be represented in a visual format in the form of the career ‘tree’ discussed 
earlier. 

Stage 2 - Industry practitioners and other stakeholders should be invited to provide 
feedback on the validity and usefulness of the occupational pathway ‘tree’ structure 
developed in Stage 1.  This will ensure that later stages are not based on a faulty 
initial premise and will engage the wider industry in the ongoing consultation 
necessary to build a robust career path information system. 

Stage 3 - This third stage should involve fleshing out each category occupation with 
details of what that specific occupation or job role entails.  This includes the 
qualifications needed to gain entry into the occupation, the length of time required 
to complete those qualifications, the typical tasks which would be performed by the 
practitioner, and information on previous jobs which can lead into this role as well as 
the connection of this role to other future occupations.  This detail should be 
accompanied by short video clips of people working in that occupation and discussing 
their experiences. 

Stage 4 - This stage would involve continuing to add to the detail for each 
occupation.  Content developed in this stage could include salary scales, generic and 
specific skill and knowledge sets which an experienced practitioner would be likely 
to develop, and discussion of the environments in which the occupation might take 
place, such as working in high rise buildings, on residential estates, in a consultancy 
firm, etc.  Links to relevant industry associations could also be provided at this stage, 
so that anyone interested in a specialist area is able to make contact with the 
relevant industry body. 

Stage 5 - This stage would involve conversion of the web based material into other 
media, such as a promotional package of written material and a CD ROM which could 
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form the basis of presentations for school groups, career nights, etc.  This stage 
should also involve development of more comprehensive tools such as a Careers and 
Qualifications Guide like the one developed by the transport and logistics industry. 

Stage 6 - The final stage for implementation of the career path information system 
would involve development of information to assist those seeking to enter or move 
within the plumbing industry.  This could include ‘tips and tricks’ about returning to 
study, support strategies for those dealing with change and other relevant 
information which may be useful in helping these individuals to successfully make 
their career transitions.   

Once the system is well developed, consideration could also be given to developing more 
sophisticated career information tools.   For example, a suggestion has been made earlier 
about the need to incorporate information on skill/knowledge/capability sets for each 
occupation.  One enhancement which could be developed would involve a self-
assessment tool for users in which they could select from a menu the skills, knowledge 
and capabilities they already possess and have the system advise them of the occupations 
for which these are a full or partial match.  The system could then link to information on 
the CPD activities which are available to address any gaps. 

Launching the system - It will be important for the PIC to celebrate the development 
and release of the career information system through some form of formal launch.  It will 
be important to ensure that the system is far enough advanced so that the PIC has 
something worthwhile to launch.  It will also be important to ensure that the launch is 
not left so long that the system is seen as already well established and, therefore, ‘old 
news’.  The launch should involve presentations to groups of industry practitioners in 
both Melbourne and the regional areas and could be combined with other planned 
activities.  Industry associations, RTOs and the union should be invited to participate in 
the launch activities.  School career advisers should also be included in the launch and 
this could occur through PIC attendance at some of the regular meetings of the careers 
teachers’ groups.  Articles in the Insight and Plumbing Connections magazines and use of 
the PIC’s own electronic newsletter and other contact mechanisms should also be used to 
launch the system. 

Ongoing maintenance - The PIC, through its preferred, management structure of the 
career path information system, will need to put in place processes for the ongoing 
maintenance and updating of the system in order to ensure the continuing currency of 
information.  The decisions on how best to do this will be dependent on the level of 
detail which is included in each occupational category.  Obviously, the more detail which 
is included, the more potential there will be for change to occur over time, particularly 
with regard to items such as salary scales.   The frequency of updates may potentially 
have significant cost implications for production of new material for distribution, so it 
may be useful to consider a ‘rolling’ system in which each sector’s information is updated 
at set periods.  For instance, it may be worth trialling a system in which, each six 
months, one sector is checked for currency and updating.  This would mean that 
occupational information and career connections would be updated every few years. 
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Converting to a national system - The PIC will need to consider if, and when, the 
Victorian career path information system will be put forward as a model for a national 
system.  As discussed earlier in this report, there has been widespread support for this to 
occur.  However, the political environment which is inherent with the introduction of 
national licensing will, to a certain extent, dictate when and how this is best done. 

 

Recommendations 

Recommendation 1:  During the next stage of this project, the four frames of 
reference, which include category, stage, sector and level should be used as the basis for 
collecting specific occupational and job role information. 

Recommendation 2:  The PIC will need to give consideration as to the optimum 
structure to be used to present career path information. 

Recommendation 3:  The career information system should be connected to the CPD 
system. 

Recommendation 4:  Further research needs to be conducted in order to identify 
the optimum specific media applications, such as proprietary web technology. 

Recommendation 5:  The PIC needs to work with other industry stakeholders to 
gather further occupational data for inclusion in the career information system. 

Recommendation 6:  A staged implementation process should be used involving: 

1. Identify the various industry categories and the occupations which sit within 
them, described in terms of job roles/frames of reference. 

2. Industry practitioners and other stakeholders should be invited to provide 
feedback on the validity and usefulness of the occupational pathway ‘tree’ 
structure. 

3. Flesh out each category occupation with details of what that specific occupation 
or job role entails, including the qualifications needed to gain entry into the 
occupation, the length of time required to complete those qualifications, the 
typical tasks which would be performed by the practitioner, and information on 
previous jobs which can lead into this role as well as the connection of this role to 
other future occupations.     

4. Continue to add to the detail for each occupation.  Content developed in this 
stage could include salary scales, generic and specific skill and knowledge sets 
which an experienced practitioner would be likely to develop. 

5. Convert the web based material into other media, eg. CD ROM, packages of 
written material, etc. 

6. Include ‘value add’ material, such as tips on returning to study, or more 
sophisticated self-assessment tools for users. 
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Recommendation 7:  Determine when to launch the new career path information 
system and how best to achieve maximum impact from the launch.  A range of industry 
stakeholders should be invited to participate and activities could include formal 
presentations in Melbourne and regional areas, attendance at regular meetings of groups 
such as careers teachers, and use of articles in plumbing magazines. 

Recommendation 8:  Determine how to structure the ongoing maintenance needed 
to ensure currency of the information.  In order to minimise resource difficulties, one 
option would be to deal with a different industry sector each six months. 

Recommendation 9:  Consider if, and when, the PIC will offer the Victorian career 
path information system as the precursor to a national system. 
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Introduction 

 

This report has been produced as the second stage of a project funded by the Plumbing 
Industry Commission (PIC), which is the Victorian regulator for the plumbing industry.  As 
part of its role in promoting education for the industry, the PIC is seeking to provide 
assistance to potential new entrants and individuals from all parts of the industry to 
identify and understand the various career paths which are available to them once they 
have completed their plumbing apprenticeships and during their career in the plumbing 
industry. 

As discussed in the first report, the intent of the overall project is to develop a 
framework for career pathway mapping and provision of career pathway information for 
the plumbing sector.  Whereas the first stage report reviewed the current status of 
career pathway mapping processes in the plumbing and other industries in Australia and 
overseas, this second stage report presents and analyses data gained through forums, 
telephone and face to face interviews, as well as through the surveys completed by 
plumbers in Victoria.   This information is then used to identify, and make 
recommendations on, the principles which underpin a robust career path information 
system for the plumbing industry as well suggesting a possible framework for its 
development and implementation.  
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Project Methodology 

 

This report results from extensive consultation which has been undertaken with 
individuals and organisations representing a wide range of sectors within the plumbing 
industry.  This consultation has occurred through face to face and telephone interviews 
with stakeholders from within Victoria and interstate, representing industry associations, 
regulators, training organisations and the union; through forums with plumbing 
practitioners in the metropolitan and regional areas of Victoria; as well as through an 
extensive survey conducted through the Plumbing Industry Commission.   

SPSS© statistical software was used to analyse the survey data for both demographic and 
thematic responses (for demographic information on survey participants, please see the 
report on results from the consultation on Professional Development).  The thematic 
responses which relate to specific respondent characteristics such as length of time in the 
industry, number of licences held, etc. are discussed in this report.   

NVivo©   qualitative analysis software was used to examine the data collected through 
forums and interviews for thematic analysis.  Interestingly, analysis of the data did not 
identify any particular differences in response themes by sector characteristics such as 
industry association, regulator, etc.   

In all, across this project as well as the project which has examined the need for a 
professional development framework for the plumbing industry, the following 
consultation was conducted: 

• 42 in-depth interviews 

• 3 forums 

• 1,322 complete surveys, and  

• a variety of telephone interviews and meetings with plumbers, insurance brokers, 
on-line training delivery providers and PIC members and stakeholders. 

 

Definitions 

In developing an appropriate methodology for the project, it was considered important to 
define the target audience for whom career path information needs to be provided.  In 
undertaking this work, three separate groups have been identified.  These include: 

1. Young people considering their first career whilst still at school, as well as the 
families, friends and career advisers who influence these individuals. 

2. Mature age new entrants.  These individuals may still be young people who have 
perhaps begun a university course and have, or are considering, dropping out and 
are seeking information on other industries and occupations.  However, they may 
also be people at any older age who, for whatever reason, have decided to move 
out of their usual industry and occupation and are seeking information on the 
opportunities which may be available to them within the plumbing industry. 
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3. The third, and final, group is comprised of people already working in some part 
of the plumbing sector and who may wish to consider a change of occupation to 
another sector of the plumbing industry.  This may be due to a desire to learn 
new knowledge and skills, because of an injury which necessitates a less physical 
occupation, or for lifestyle reasons. 
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Career Pathway Information – Defining the Need 

 

Background 

As discussed in the first report from this project, career path planning and mapping have 
been developed for a number of diverse industries both in Australia and overseas.  
However, within the construction industry in general, and the plumbing industry in 
particular, the focus has been strongly placed on attracting young people into 
apprenticeships, with the career progression for plumbers predominantly being seen from 
apprentice to registered plumber to licensed plumber.  As a result, little structured 
information has been available on the more specialised occupations within the general 
plumbing field or the other career paths into related occupations for the industry.  
Subsequently, part of the intent of this project was to determine how well informed 
potential new entrants and those already in the industry are with regard to these 
pathways, and what information they believe would be useful to them in making 
informed career decision. 

 

Changes to the plumbing industry 

In trying to understand what career information is needed for the industry, survey 
respondents were asked to consider whether they felt that the career pathways within 
the industry itself had changed much over the years. 

 
Chart 1 - The changing nature of career pathways 
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‘Plumbing roles or careers haven’t changed very much’ 

As can be seen from Chart 1 above, there was a sense amongst survey respondents that 
there have been significant changes in plumbing roles and careers over the years, with 
54% of participants disagreeing or strongly disagreeing with the statement that there 
have been few changes.  In examining how different categories of survey participants 
responded, it should be noted that: 

• Registered plumbers disagree with the statement slightly more than licensed 
plumbers; 

• Those registered at a younger age tend to disagree more. 

 

 
Chart 2 - Perceived variety of career options x age at registration 

• Whilst those who were registered at a younger age believed that the plumber’s 
role has changed over the years, they did not perceive as much variety of 
career options.  When examining the responses of plumbers with regard to their 
perceptions of how much variety exists in career options within the industry, it 
is interesting to note that there is a statistically significant difference in 
responses depending on their age at registration, with those who gained 
registration at an older age tending to perceive that there is a higher variety 
than those who were registered at a younger age (see Chart 2 above).  It is 
possible that this may be because, as more mature age new entrants, they are 
focused on the longer term opportunities rather than in simply completing their 
apprenticeships and seeking licensing. 

Other categories of responses included: 
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• 46% of managers/supervisors disagree with the statement that plumbing roles 
and careers have not changed much – this group are likely to be supervising 
registered plumbers in larger firms with more variety of work; and 

• Those working with apprentices disagree more – the relationship with 
apprentice training may expose these individuals to more aspects of the trade 
and thus increase their awareness of expanding opportunities within the 
industry. 

It is interesting to note that those from larger towns and cities are more likely to agree 
that the plumbing role or career has not changed very much.  This may be due to the fact 
that those working in these locations may tend to specialise more and therefore not be 
exposed to many other parts of the industry. 

Comments with regard to this item included: 

 

‘there is plenty of variety.  Again it’s up to people who want learn more to 
grow within the industry’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘I think that there are many & varied career options available these days’; 

 ‘Yes the trade can lead to many different types of work and is very 
diversified, that is a major benefit’ [Victorian plumber] 

 ‘We think that the perception of the plumbing role hasn't changed over the 
years, even though the role has changed’ [Victorian plumber]   

‘Yes there is a lot more opportunities today’ [Victorian plumber] 

 

The view that the industry now offers a wider variety of career options was also 
supported by plumbers who attended the forums which were conducted as part of the 
research project.  Comments from those who attended included: 

 

‘It’s a wonderful industry that offers diversity if you want to go beyond the 
general base that you start from’ [Victorian plumber]  

‘Because our industry is changing so much it’s becoming even more diverse 
[Victorian plumber].  

 

‘There are many career path options available after a few years experience’ 

Chart 1 shows that 75% of survey respondents felt that there are increasing numbers of 
career pathways after a few years of experience, demonstrating the variety of roles 
beyond the simple registration categories.  Comments included: 

 

‘Yes there are a few new areas of change, but possibly could be expanded on’ 
[Victorian plumber]   
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‘I feel there is a big variety of options for plumbers.  They can specialise in 
one thing or cover all aspects of plumbing.  I have found that to offer all 
plumbing services, especially where l am located, allows me to pick up more 
work, rather than just stay speciifc.  However it is also good to keep up to 
date with specialty areas, eg grey water systems, tank installations etc.’ 
[Victorian plumber] 

‘The industry is becoming more specialised in little fields rather than the 
good old fashioned general plumbing’ [Victorian plumber] 

 ‘More and more all the time.  Plumbing is becoming very technical and many 
plumbers are choosing to specialise in certain fields rather than offer a full 
service. ie Green plumbing, or roofing, drainage etc.’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘It is not that there are too many more areas opening up, it's just the areas 
are becoming more specialised.  For example someone can make a living just 
doing drains, whereas once he would have had to do above ground plumbing 
as well’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘only seem more pathways because we are all specialising’ [Victorian 
plumber] 

 

‘There are many new and emerging areas of plumbing these days’ 

This item gained the most extreme response rate as shown by the 82% who agreed or 
strongly agreed with this statement.  Comments from survey participants included: 

 

‘with new technology opens up a lot more options,  especially with the 
climate change bug. eg solar water and pv panels, and grey water projects’ 
[Victorian plumber] 

‘with water conservation and energy ratings playing a major role in building 
and construction these days, plumbing is a lot more involved than in the 
past’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘recycled water, gray water, storm water that runs up hill. All new fields’ 
[Victorian plumber] 

 

As can be seen from the responses above, there is a general consensus amongst those in 
the plumbing sector that the industry offers a diverse range of occupations and 
specialisations, with more opportunities arising from new and emerging technologies.  
This would indicate that there is now, and will continue to be, a need for comprehensive 
career information to be available for those considering a career in plumbing as well as 
for those already in the industry. 
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Career information needs for plumbing industry sectors  

Given the diversity and emerging occupations discussed above, it was considered to be 
important to discover how well understood some of these specialised areas are.  Survey 
respondents were therefore asked to discuss whether there needs to be more career 
information available for these occupations as well as the pathways needed to access 
them. 

As can be seen from Chart 3 below, those specialised areas with plumbers who often hold 
a single registration/licence such as mechanical, gas and fire rated high against this item.  
It would therefore seem that those who do not work in the specialised sectors struggle to 
understand what these areas involve.  If this is the case, then it would indicate that those 
sectors are likely to have difficulty in attracting entrants, particularly from individuals 
who are currently working in the general plumbing field.  More timely and detailed 
occupational and career information may be needed to address this issue.  As stated by 
one survey participant: 

 

‘sectors need to be distinguished and specific info distributed, including pros 
and cons’ [Victorian plumber] 

 

 

Chart 3 - Sectors of plumbing which are not well known 
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the industry needs to consider how best to ensure that occupations and career paths 
within this sector are widely understood and that both new entrants and those already 
working in the industry are best placed to take advantage of the opportunities available 
in the sustainability sector.   Some of the specific areas identified by survey respondents 
as needing more information included: 

 

• ‘recycled water systems, grey water [Victorian plumber] 

• Some of the new areas such as solar hotwater [Victorian plumber] 

• education on green plumbing, solar power, solar hot water and gas 

• Yes the emerging sunrise sectors (sustainable energy), water recycling, 
water harvesting etc. [Victorian plumber] 

• Water conservation systems need to be better known and more career 
information should be provided regarding this [Victorian plumber] 

• Eco plumbing Eg. recycling water, Solar Hot water, etc [Victorian plumber] 

• commercial solar insulations [Victorian plumber] 

• hot water, solar/heat pumps [Victorian plumber] 

• Irrigation sector, green plumbing, Backflow prevension valve servicing and 
reclaimed water treatment [Victorian plumber] 

• Yes...Solar; Heatbank [Victorian plumber] 

• I think green plumbing, solar, grey water, heat pumps [Victorian plumber] 

• solar, water treatment, sewerage treatment, servicing [Victorian 
plumber] 

• Solar hydronics and hot water green plumbing [Victorian plumber] 

• probably Solar hot water, grey water, tanks & pumps etc’ [Victorian 
plumber] 

 

Interestingly, business management was rated fifth highest, with a number of 
respondents identifying the need for better information on how to run a business and 
train apprentices.  Given that the majority of plumbers aspire to become licensed and, 
presumably, to run their own businesses, this perceived lack of awareness is of some 
concern.    

As can be seen from the above discussion, there are a range of generic and specific, 
technical and non-technical skills and knowledge which are needed by plumbing 
practitioners and these are important to identify when providing career path information 
to users.  This information would also strongly connect the career path information 
system to the CPD system, allowing users to strategically identify not only the skills and 
knowledge needed to enhance their current capabilities, but also to identify those 
capabilities which they need to develop in order to move into other occupations or 
sectors within the industry. 
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Defining the need for a comprehensive source of career path 
information for the plumbing industry 

As can be seen from the previous sections, there is a strong perception that the plumbing 
industry contains a diverse number of sectors and occupations and that there is a lack of 
awareness with regard to what some of these involve.  This would appear to indicate 
that, at the moment, there is little relevant information available on the various 
opportunities within the industry. 

Survey participants were asked to comment on whether they believed that there was a 
need for a comprehensive source of career path information for the industry. 

 

 

Chart 4 - Need for comprehensive source of career path information 

 

As can be seen from Chart 4 above, there was very strong support for this item, with 79% 
agreeing that there is a need for a comprehensive source of career path information.  
When the issue is examined in terms of different groups, the following is noted: 

• registered plumbers were more definite that there is a need than were licensed 
plumbers – this may be due to the fact that a number of these individuals are still 
trying to determine the direction they wish to take in the industry; 

• those who were registered at an older age believe that there is a higher need than 
do those registered younger – this may be due to the fact that more mature age 
entrants tend to be focused on the longer term career opportunities than are 
young people just out of their apprenticeships; 

• there was a slight difference noted in registration category, with those working in 
the fire and irrigation areas slightly more inclined to feel that there is a strong 
need; 
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• those with a single licence are more likely to feel that they would like to see more 
comprehensive career path information than those with multiple licences – these 
individuals may be looking to diversify their opportunities more; 

• those in managerial or supervisory roles, as well as those who are self-employed, 
showed stronger responses to this item than those who are working as employees – 
this may indicate that these individuals are perhaps more ‘entrepreneurial’ in 
their approach to their careers. 

 

Comments from survey respondents with regard to this item included: 

 

‘I don't believe I have ever received or seen any information moving forward 
as an employer.  We learn and understand opportunities through 
conversations in the industry’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘I have been in the trade for 20 years and find there is little career 
information available such as teaching...etc’ [Victorian plumber] 

Information????   What’s that????  We would have to be the least informed 
trade out there’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘it’s a changing industry.   You need to keep up with changes, keeps it more of 
a challenge’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘much more is needed to inform the industry’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘Plumbers have no information regarding their future within the plumbing 
trade. Many plumbers that I have known have distanced themselves from the 
plumbing trade because there was no future for them’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘I personally think we need to train and retain good people in our industry’ 
[Victorian plumber] 

‘there needs to be something somewhere’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘Yes there is a great need in the plumbing industry’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘We are forever learning in our industry, there is not one plumber out there 
that knows every aspect of plumbing’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘we never stop learning’ [Victorian plumber] 

 

This perceived need for comprehensive career path information was also supported by 
those who participated in forums and interviews with the general consensus of these 
groups being that more career information was needed, but with some uncertainty about 
the best framework to use to make such information available. 
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Current availability of career path information 

In trying to identify how best to address the need expressed by those who took part in 
the research for more comprehensive career path information, it was considered 
important that duplication should be avoided where possible.  Those who took part in 
interstate and Victorian interviews were considered to be in a position to identify where 
career path information is already available and were therefore asked to comment on 
this item. 

 

Interstate responses 

Interstate respondents were unaware of any formalised, comprehensive system of career 
path information which covers the entire industry.  Whilst some organisations such as 
Master Plumbers’ groups and TAFE institutions offer some forms of information, this is 
mainly aimed at achievement of registration/licensing and does not provide much 
information on the pathways which are available beyond.  Comments included: 

‘MPA does nothing formal’ [industry association] 

‘Not aware of any specific info available for plumbers in Qld. [industry 
association] 

 ‘Only whatever is on the NPSTAG website or other association websites’ 
[educational institution] 

 ‘Some through the Plumbing Industry Association’ [regulator] 

‘Through TAFE at Regency Park.  Not sure about other RTOs’ [regulator] 

 ‘Most of it comes through TAFEs and industry associations, but very little 
info out there’ [regulator] 

‘No real processes.  Construction Training Fund has some information on 
their website but it’s not to the level it should be.  MPA has some on their 
website but, again, not as good as it could be’ [industry association]  

‘Certain information provided by TAFEs but not well targeted’ [regulator] 

 ‘Nobody is really doing it properly’ [industry association] 

‘MPA do it with their own people’ [industry association] 

‘Institute of Plumbing has been pushing for it but hasn’t put up any model’ 
[industry association] 

 

Victorian responses 

Victorian stakeholders were also asked if they were aware of a formalised, 
comprehensive system of career path information which covers the entire industry .  
Comments included: 
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‘Very small sector so hard to get careers advisors in schools to engage’ 
[regulator] 

‘Not a lot of career info through our organisation.  However, in last 6 
months we have been developing some documents’ [industry association] 

‘Have been working for several months on the development of a career 
matrix with both a state and national focus’ [industry association] 

‘Not at all.  There isn’t enough information’ [union] 

‘Not a simple process to follow’ [regulator] 

‘Yes, the career path info is satisfactory but not found in one place’ 
[industry association] 

‘No one knows where to go’ [union] 

‘Issue of skill shortage – no one has come up with the answer yet’ 
[educational institution] 

 

As can be seen, at the moment there is no single comprehensive source of career 
information which can be used as a resource by anyone considering career opportunities 
in the plumbing industry.  Given the data discussed earlier with regard to the lack of 
understanding of some of the more specialised sectors within the industry, such a 
resource would be beneficial for those sectors seeking to recruit practitioners. 

Summary 

From the information gathered through surveys, interviews and forums, it appears that: 

• the plumbing industry has become more complex with many specialist pathways 
within the general plumbing area, as well as in other specialist occupations within 
the industry.  Many of these occupations are not well understood; 

• there is a definite need for a robust and comprehensive system of career path 
mapping and information on the wider plumbing industry and the opportunities 
presented by the various occupations available.   

• whilst there is some information currently available through a range of different 
organisations, there appears to be no single comprehensive vehicle for individuals 
to access information on the various opportunities within the industry.   

• identification of the skills, knowledge and capabilities required for specific 
occupations could connect the career path information system to the CPD system 
and enable users to make strategic choices with regard to the CPD activities they 
undertake. 

 

The following sections will examine what this need for career path information means for 
both new entrants and for those already working in the industry. 
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Career Path Information – New Entrants 

 

The future viability of the plumbing industry will depend on the availability of a 
committed and highly skilled workforce.  The primary source of these individuals will 
come from new entrants to the industry.  Whilst the vast majority of these will be 
focused on completing a general plumbing apprenticeship, gaining registration and then, 
potentially, becoming licensed practitioners, the industry will also need to give 
consideration to how best to educate this group about the ongoing and alternative career 
pathways which are available to them.  By having a robust career path information 
system in place, it is hoped that the industry will appeal to a wider range of potential 
new entrants who are able to see the possibilities for an ongoing, diverse and rewarding 
career within the industry. 

 

 

Awareness of the general public 

In order to be able to develop and effectively target appropriate career path information 
for potential new entrants, it is first necessary to get some indication of how well 
informed this group is already with regard to the various career options which are 
available to them.  Throughout the forums and interviews which were conducted as part 
of this project, a common theme emerged with regard to this question.  There was 
almost universal agreement amongst research participants that, to the public, the image 
of the industry was that a plumber wore overalls, installed pipes, and unblocked drains 
and toilets.  The feeling of research participants was that this image was responsible for 
many potential new entrants turning away from plumbing as a career and that there 
needs to be some process in place to demonstrate the diversity of work which is 
undertaken within the plumbing sector in order to overcome this stereotype.  Project 
participants also felt that it is important to present the general public with information 
on the public health and sustainability aspects of the industry in order to attract a wider 
range of potential new entrants.  

Survey respondents were also 
asked to give their opinions on 
the level of knowledge within 
the general public about the 
various roles and careers which 
are available.  As can be seen 
from Chart 5 below, 62.5% of 
survey respondents felt that the 
general public is unaware or 
very unaware, 19.9% felt that 
they were aware and 17.5% 
were unsure.   
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Chart 5- Level of public awareness of different roles and careers 

 

Comments from survey participants included: 

 

‘A lot don’t know what is involved in the plumbing industry’  

 ‘disappointingly so, no understanding of  the variety of areas of the trade’ 

‘Few people outside know the broad scope of our work’ 

 ‘General public don't have a clue that if I'm there fixing a tap washer that I 
can also fix a roof leak, gas service, etc .........they don't appreciate that 
some Plumbers have Licences in many areas’ 

 ‘I think most people just assume if you are a plumber you must be able to 
do everything to do with water or gas, a lot of people don't realise we also 
do roofing, irrigation, air con etc’ 

 ‘in my experience when most people are made aware you are a plumber 
they think you change tap washes, unblock toilets and plumb new houses 
while driving around making lots of money’ 

‘Most friends or friends of friends I know, think that plumbing is only fixing 
taps and unblocking toilets. When I ask them who they think installs roofs, 
gas appliances, fire services, hot water services etc, etc, they said they 
hadn't even thought of it before...They are also totally unaware of all the 
regulations, standards and industry consultants and guidelines that 
plumbers have to adhere to, as well as the parameters of working within the 
commercial construction industry including contracts and the hierarchy of 
control involving clients, architects, engineers, local authorities, etc’ 

 ‘people don’t really understand that plumbing is our generic term used to 
cover all of different areas’ 
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‘The public mainly think that we are associated with sanitary and water 
particulars’ 

 ‘We’re based in a factory, the public doesn’t know much about industrial 
plumbing at all. Working with steam, compressed air, etc is something the 
public doesn’t know about’. 

 

In examining the data from various groups of survey respondents, some small differences 
were noted: 

• Plumbers who have 40+ years of experience and who feel that the public is very 
unaware tend to work with apprentices more than those who have 40+ years of 
experience and who feel that the public is very aware.  This may be due to the 
exposure these individuals get to people who are still new to the trade. 

• 75.5% of those who are licensed in Fire Services feel that the public is very 
unaware compared to 57.6% of those who are not registered in this area.  This 
may be due to the very specialised nature of this sector which the public may not 
associate with the plumbing industry. 

 

 

Chart 6 - Impact of low public awareness on attracting people into the trade 

 

Those survey respondents who identified that the public is unaware, or very unaware, 
about the various roles and careers within the plumbing industry were also asked what 
impact, if any, they thought that the low level of public awareness might have on 
attracting people into the plumbing trade – see Chart 6 above for the identified themes. 

As can be seen, the major impact is on attraction of new entrants into the trade due to 
the perceived lack of understanding outside the narrow and common perception of what 
plumbing involves.   As a result, the feeling amongst survey respondents was that the 
public therefore lacks an awareness of the diversity of the industry, underestimates the 
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knowledge required to work in the industry and has misconceptions with regard to the 
earning potential of those working in the industry.  Accordingly, survey respondents 
reported a feeling that the general public has a poor perception of the trade.  Comments 
with regard to this item included: 

  

‘I find that every person l work for or meet, including employers, has no idea 
of the scope of works and skills that can be carried out by an expert 
plumber’ 

‘High impact, people don't realise opportunities available’ 

‘I believe most who try to become plumbers are attracted by the prospective 
earning potential rather than what the career involves. Our work is often 
hidden behind walls or below ground which makes it difficult for the average 
Joe to visualise’ 

‘people aren't aware of the vast scope of plumbing - think it's just water 
supply and sewer’ 

‘I think that some younger people may think that you will only do one area in 
plumbing for your entire career, and that would be quite boring, I couldn’t 
just do guttering every day, I enjoy the variety’ 

‘Restricts the number of apprentices to this field’ 

‘The lack of the public's awareness in relation to the varied duties and roles 
of a plumber and the legal parameters that they have to work in will, in 
turn, produce a lack of quality people being attracted to the plumbing 
trade. The public needs to be educated on a broader scale and hopefully this 
will entice some quality people wanting to take up a plumbing 
apprenticeship. Also the public may gain some appreciation of the 
complexities and importance of adhering to the regulations and standards 
governing the trade and, as a result, decrease the number of "backyard" 
plumbing work whilst increasing the awareness of quality of work 
undertaken by certified plumbers and apprentices’ 

‘The general public are not informed or sold the awareness of career 
opportunities within the diversity of our Industry’ 

‘negative impact, young people are unaware of the variety of opportunities 
a plumbing career has to offer’ 

‘I believe the general public still view plumbers as the traditional "dunny 
diver". It has a negative impact on attracting people due to the change in 
attitude of young people entering the workforce. The diversity of the 
plumbing trade is its stong point, however it is not understood by those 
outside the trade’ 

‘Finding good young people to take up the trade has been an issue, however 
once explained of the work we do we are getting interested people’ 
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‘quite a lot of people appear to be quite suprised as to the level of 
professionism that is required in the industry - the perceived image is quite 
different’ 

‘the stereotypical plumber may not be an attractive image for young people.  
When I was a teenager, a friend of mine started his plumbing apprenticeship 
and projected the image of a muddy plumber to me, someone who works in 
filth all day’ 

‘If they are aware they can choose their interest in specialist areas in a 
particular field’ 

‘If people don`t know of the different fields in plumbing, how can they know 
if plumbing is for them?’ 

‘A great deal, people do not understand the different facets of the Plumbing 
trade so it effects their decision to become a Plumber’ 

 

Survey respondents were also asked if this lack of awareness has an impact on their 
dealings with customers.  47.3% felt that there was little impact, with another 31% 
feeling that customers were unaware of the breadth or limits of the plumber’s role. 

 

 

Current methods of entry into the plumbing industry 

In attempting to develop effective strategies to attract a wide variety of potential new 
entrants to consider plumbing as a career, it is first useful to gain a deeper understanding 
of how people currently enter the industry.  Survey respondents were therefore asked for 
their opinions on how people become interested in plumbing as a career.   

The first question survey respondents were asked was whether they believed that most 
plumbers became interested in the trade because they, or their family, knew a plumber.  
Almost 61% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement.  Examination of the various 
categories of respondents shows the following: 

• Older aged respondents tended to agree with the statement slightly more that 
those who were 24 or younger (71.2% vs. 62.2%),  

• those with multiple licences tended to agree slightly less than those with single 
licences (63.4% vs. 73.9%), 

• managers/supervisors tended to agree more than employees or those who are self-
employed (80.5% vs. 71.6% and 59.4%), 

• agreement rose according to the more plumbers with whom the respondent 
worked (49% for those who worked with no other plumbers, 64.1% for those who 
worked with 1-2, and 77.6% for those who worked with 3+ other plumbers), and 
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• those who worked with apprentices also tended to agree more (59.6% for those 
who did not work with an apprentice vs. 70.8% for those who worked with at least 
one apprentice). 

The response rates described above seem to indicate that, the more exposure individuals 
have to others working in the trade, the more apparent it becomes that many people 
enter the trade through having known another plumber. 

This result would seem to indicate that the industry finds its recruits from a pool of new 
entrants who already have some connection with the trade.  Survey respondents were 
asked if they felt that this meant that the industry was missing out on attracting those 
individuals who are not connected in any way to the plumbing trade and whether they 
felt that it is therefore necessary to get career information out to the wider community.  
49.9% of respondents felt that this was true, whilst 19.2% disagreed.  Comments with 
regard to this item include: 

 

‘I came from a well known private school & not once it was ever mentioned 
there could be a future in a trade such as plumbing.  In fact when I became a 
plumber my friends were shocked !’ 

‘our modern world is changing rapidly, and needs more plumbers than ever 
before.  But not enough information is let out to inform the public about 
this’ 

‘Trades and apprentices need greater educational recognition.  If a student 
goes on to uni it is generally viewed that he will become a well educated 
professional and therefore better than a trade. They spend around the same 
time training but aren't as well recognised.  How many times do I hear 
...Little Johny's not too good at school...get him into a trade. Well not in 
this organisation. If they don't have year 11 or 12 .. No interview.....We 
need well educated intelligent people into 
the trades.   Quality information and 
promotion of all the TRADES to secondary 
students is vital’ 

‘Why not target the white-collar kids that 
are smart enough to study at a higher 
education level but cannot afford to go to 
uni?  A plumbing trade can offer them the 
problem solving stimulation, physical 
challenge, pay whilst you learn and 
opportunities to run your own business if 
you wish.  I have undertaken both uni and 
plumbing and plumbing is more stimulating 
than uni.  Plus you get to work outdoors 
most of the time. This is the angle we need 
to approach recruiting.  We need kids with 
an appetite to learn and that have stable 
attitudes to life’. 
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Availability of career information for new entrants 

Survey respondents and those who participated in the interviews were asked whether 
they felt that there was already enough information available to potential new entrants. 

A large number of survey respondents felt that sufficient information was available with 
46.2% agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement and 21.4% disagreeing.  However, 
when the responses of those who are younger, and therefore newer to the trade are 
analysed against those with many more years of experience, the following results are 
noted: 

• younger registered plumbers disagree more than those who are older (26.3% vs. 
10.1%).  For example, 55.8% of those with 40+ years of experience are more likely 
to believe that there is sufficient information available. 

This may be due to older workers reflecting back on their own experience rather than 
considering the information which is currently available today for a much more complex 
industry. 

Those who participated in the research interviews were also asked whether they believed 
there was sufficient information already available.  Many people felt that there was 
insufficient information.  Comments included: 

 

‘Not much out there’ [regulator] 

‘Probably not’ [industry assocation] 

‘A bit light on.  A lot of focus on university in schools’ [union] 

‘not enough’ [industry association] 

‘I would say not’ [regulator] 

‘Not sure that there’s too much’ [educational institution] 

‘Not enough information out there and don’t think you can ever have enough 
information’ [industry association] 

‘General public has no idea what a plumber really does, so obviously no good 
information out there’ [regulator] 

‘There is some information available, but not enough’ [industry association] 

 

A much smaller number of interviewees felt that there was sufficient information 
available and noted that: 

 

‘I think there is enough information available’ [industry association] 

‘There is a plethora of information out there.  If people seeking information 
are savvy, information is pretty available’ [industry association] 
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Others believed that, whilst some information was available, it was not sufficient or 
often not useful.  Comments from this group included: 

 

‘There is enough info – it’s out there – it may not be attracting the right 
people or painting the right picture’ [regulator] 

‘tons of it.  But uncoordinated, unorganised’ [industry association] 

‘could do a lot better than what happens.  Fragmented’ [union]  

‘Fair bit of technical training information, but that doesn’t go far 
enough’[educational institution] 

‘Is that info out there?  Yes, to a certain degree, but they don’t know how to 
access it’ [regulator] 

‘Generally most will say there is info out there.  But it’s not clearly outlined 
for those just starting out’ [regulator] 

‘Need to have the right, consistent information out there, particularly in the 
schools’ [industry association] 

‘No one has mapped out the career pathways adequately to date’ [industry 
association] 

 

This diversity of opinion with regard to the current availability of career information 
demonstrates that, at the moment, many appear to be unsure about what is available 
and how effective it is in meeting the needs of those exploring a career in the industry.  
This would indicate that the information which is currently offered by some organisations 
is not meeting the wider need. 

 

 

Information needs of new entrants 

Interestingly, when asked what information they felt was needed in order to attract a 
wide range of new entrants into the industry, there were a diverse number of views 
amongst research participants.   Some felt that the industry needed to be promoted 
through some type of branding, some believed that overview information about careers in 
the trade was sufficient, whilst others felt that potential new entrants should be 
presented with details about the individual occupations themselves. 

Comments regarding the branding item included: 

 

‘How do you make plumbing sexy?’ [industry association] 

‘Driving it home that plumbers support the health of the nation’ [regulator] 

‘Need to promote the professionalism of the industry’ [industry association] 
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‘The importance of plumbing to the environment.  Plumbing, gas fitting and 
electricians will be the ones who make a difference’ [union] 

‘Tell them “plumbing is not just plumbing”’ [regulator] 

‘Need to break down the stereotype about a plumber’ [industry association] 

‘Need to make the industry sexy.  Link into the difference they can make 
with regard to sustainability.  Make a difference’ [industry association] 

‘bells and whistles.  Why would I want to become a plumber?  How do I link 
that into my life today and what I want to achieve?  Benefits.  How is it 
relevant to me?  How is it perceived?  About the branding.  Plumbing isn’t 
branded well.  It’s about having the right information’ [regulator] 

‘Let them know it’s not about being a ‘dunny diver’.  Talk about the 
professionalism of the industry’ [industry association] 

‘dispelling the perception that plumbing is just dirty work.  Most people 
think about plumbing as being gas and sanitary – toilets and stoves.  Tell 
them about the green aspects’ [regulator] 

 

Those who believed that overview information about careers in the industry was the right 
way to provide information stated that: 

 

‘Give them information at a higher level about the careers, not just the 
practitioner’ [regulator] 

‘Broader base of what the industry is all about.  Most think it’s about toilets 
or digging holes.  Very little about the higher end’ [industry association] 

‘For young people, set out exactly what the careers are that you can obtain 
in the industry’ [industry association] 

‘Need to demonstrate the various occupations and skills required.  Tell them 
about the opportunities and where it can take you.   Can work anywhere in 
the world and can make a lot of money’ [industry association] 

‘What the industry actually is and how diverse it is’ [union] 

‘Alternative paths they can take in the industry’ [regulator] 

‘Need to lay out the full career path’ [regulator] 

‘Need to provide them knowledge about the industry’ [educational 
institution] 

 

The final group felt that potential new entrants needed to be provided with information 
on specific occupations within the trade.  Comments included: 

 

‘Need to understand the complexity and diversity of the trade’ [regulator] 
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‘Young people and their advisers need to understand the break down of the 
trade and the areas where the trade crosses over’ [industry association] 

‘Need to let them know that there isn’t just one career path to take.  Can 
come in as a mechanical services plumber, not just as a domestic plumber’ 
[industry association] 

‘Types of jobs and range of work’ [regulator] 

‘Info on the breadth of work a plumber does as well as the other occupations 
in the industry such as locating services and pipe inspection; the green side 
of things, such as solar’ [union] 

‘Technology changes’ [regulator] 

‘Information on the various areas of plumbing’ [regulator] 

 

Again, this lack of agreement amongst those already in the industry demonstrates that 
many individuals recognise that there is a need for more careers assistance, but have 
given little thought to determine how best to identify useful and relevant information.  
The responses of many project participants indicate a general feeling that more 
information is needed, but there is little specific detail of what those categories of 
information might be. 

 

How deep should the information be for new entrants? 

Forum attendees, interview participants and survey respondents were also asked to 
provide their views on what specific career information is most important for individuals 
looking at plumbing career options and the depth to which this information needs to go. 

 
Chart 7 - Most important career information for potential new entrants 
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As can be seen from Chart 7 above, for survey respondents, the most important 
information to give potential new entrants relates to training, pay, descriptions of the 
role and the ability to hear from people already in the selected occupation.   

A number of interview participants also agreed that information on the training involved 
in entering the industry would be important.  Comments included: 

 

‘How they can move through training pathways’ 

‘How they get their qualifications’ 

‘Length and duration of course’ 

‘What the training involves’ 

‘Explanatory boxes which lead to each level as is done in the Training 
Package with the qualifications’ 

 

There was some disagreement amongst interviewees about whether pay rates and other 
salary related information should be included, with some participants stating: 

 

‘Don’t need to include pay’ [industry association] 

‘Wouldn’t talk about pay scales’ [regulator] 

‘Not sure that telling them about salary is too important’ [industry 
association] 

‘Don’t include pay as that will date it too quickly’ [industry association] 

 

However, others felt that this is important information to provide.  Comments included: 

 

‘Rates of pay’ [regulator] 

‘Money, because this is one of their major concerns’ [educational institution] 

‘Young people want to know about pay’ [union] 

‘For younger people, some info on salary’ [regulator] 

‘Salaries.  How does it compare to a builder/carpenter?’ [industry 
association] 

 

There were a number of comments from survey respondents regarding provision of job 
related information.  These included: 
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‘Give an overview with sufficient information about specific job 
characteristics or requirements.  eg.  explain will be working at heights as a 
roof plumber, or needing good maths to be a B grade gas fitter’ 

‘A realistic understanding of the variety available’ 

‘Give them examples of the types of jobs a plumber does – rough ins, pipe 
work, etc.’  

‘Give them detail’ 

‘Sometimes plumbing consultant or design consultant ... you need to 
demonstrate what they do.  It’s a lot harder to understand’ 

 

Whilst there was some agreement about drilling down into what some of these 
occupations involved, the level to which this should be done was not clear for many of 
the interview participants.  Whereas ‘a description of a normal week in the role’ rated as 
the third highest item selected by survey respondents, there was no clear agreement on 
this item from interviewees.  Those who were in favour of this type of information 
commented: 

 

 ‘Day in the life of ... can be useful’ [regulator] 

‘A day in the life of .... would be useful’ [industry association] 

‘May be interested in a day in the life of.  Use a fun 10-15 minute video’ 
[industry association] 

‘A day in the life of .... for schools’ [regulator] 

 

However, others felt that: 

‘Don’t do a day in the life of’ [industry association] 

‘Don’t know about a day in the life of.  Has had its day.  Been done for a few 
decades’ [industry association] 

 

Other information which survey respondents thought would be useful is what applicants 
need to do to prepare themselves for a career in the plumbing industry, as well as what 
the future might hold for them once they enter the trade.  Some of the responses which 
received less support, but which may also be useful to consider when developing career 
information are shown in Chart 8 below. 
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Chart 8 - Other important information for new entrants 

 

Interview participants also identified a range of other information which could be 
provided to potential new entrants.  This included: 
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They can perform on the job, but can’t read the rule book or perform the 
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‘Inform them about the technology and complexity of the work in mechanical 
services’ [industry association] 

‘Talk to them about the importance of learning business management, 
estimating, etc.’ [union] 

‘Parents will want to hear about safety issues’ [regulator] 
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Do young people have different needs to mature age entrants? 

Survey respondents were asked whether they thought that more career path information 
was needed for young people and mature age new entrants.  79.2% felt that more 
information is needed by young people and 72.9% believed that mature age new entrants 
also need more information. 

 

 

Chart 9 - Rating the need for career information for young people and mature age new entrants 
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opportunities which are available to them.  Some also discussed the information which 
the parents of young people need, including information about safety in the industry. 

With regard to mature age new entrants, there was general consensus that this group will 
bring more life experience to the search for a new career and that information presented 
to them needs to include the long-term career opportunities which are available in the 
industry.  This was seen as particularly important due to the fact that many in this group 
are likely to be facing a significant drop in pay to take on an apprenticeship, if that is 
their preferred way of entering the industry.  Some research participants also felt that it 
would be useful to present information on Recognition of Prior Learning for this group.  
Comments relating to mature age new entrants included: 

 

‘Mature age need detail of the profession.  Maybe they need a bit more 
detail to make the career path change so that, at the end of the day, they 
don’t say “oh, I didn’t know it was going to be that hard”’ [regulator] 

‘Mature age have assembled some life skills.  Will be more discerning about 
the questions they ask’ [industry association] 

‘Mature age need to have the upper end of the industry explained early, 
whereas young people can have this explained later’ [industry association] 

‘Want to promote upper end to young people briefly, but in more depth for 
mature age.  They are looking at progressing beyond the first levels quickly, 
particularly as they might be dropping pay to come into industry’ [industry 
association] 

‘More long term view because of current circumstances and situation at time 
– family, etc.’ [educational institution] 

 

The final response group of interviewees and forum participants believed that both 
groups need the same information.  This includes the diversity of work, the qualifications 
and how long it takes to achieve them, facts about the industry and the variety of work 
they might do in a day.  As stated by one interviewee: 

 

‘I don’t think you need a different message.  Providing you have given them 
the key messages and links to follow up when they want to, it will work for 
both groups.  It’s about getting the initial message right in the first place’ 
[Victorian plumber] 

 

 

Tools for dissemination of career information to new entrants 

Survey respondents, forum attendees and those who took part in interviews were also 
asked for their thoughts on how best to present career path information to potential new 
entrants.  In general, the internet and other electronic media were seen to be the most 
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efficient and effective method for accessing both young people and mature age new 
entrants.  As stated by one person who attended a forum: 

 

‘Only one way in this day and age.  Use computers’[Victorian plumber] 

 

Other potential tools to provide career information included: 

 

‘Need a tool for them – BHP had a DVD that showed the virtues/lifestyle of a 
roofer.  It hit on a level ... it was about attracting people through the 
lifestyle ... surely you give them the information about the industry but you 
initially attract them into the trade first’ [industry association] 

‘CDs’ [regulator] 

‘PIC could be a resource centre where career guidance is provided’ [industry 
association] 

‘Through plumbing trade centres’ [regulator] 

‘Community presentations advertised through local media’ [Victorian 
plumber] 

‘Television’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘E-news letter’ [regulator] 

‘that will depend on what you are trying to tell them.  If it is general 
information, then a media campaign.  If you are going deeper, then seminars’ 
[industry association] 

‘through media and sport.  Character like Kenny.  Role model and story 
telling.  Incredibly powerful’ [regulator] 

‘Flyers which give brief descriptions of the different types of work’ [union] 

‘Take a careers caravan around to schools like the Army does’ [industry 
association] 

 

For young people, the following tools were identified by survey respondents: 
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Chart 10 - Best means to communicate to young new entrants 

 

Similar views were held by those who participated in forums and interviews, with an 
increased presence in the schools being seen as the most crucial form of contact.  
Comments regarding schools included: 
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‘We do need to get info to parents.  We look at students as the primary 
target but forget influencers: parents, career teachers, teachers, role 
models in community.  But they also need to be targeted’ [regulator] 

 

Technology was also seen as a primary tool for use in contacting young people.  Various 
social media such as Twitter, Facebook and U Tube were cited as ways in which to 
engage with young people, as was the use of smart phones through texting and use of 
short video clips.  Careers nights were also seen as a useful venue to contact young 
people.  As stated by one interviewee:  

 

‘Career expos.  Regulators and industry associations should be here, not just RTOs 
who are touting for business’ [industry association] 

 

When asked how best to get careers information to mature age new entrants, survey 
respondents identified the following tools: 

 

 

Chart 11 - Best means to communicate to mature aged new entrants 
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Summary 

As can be seen from the foregoing discussion: 

• both young people and more mature age people need to be attracted into a 
plumbing career in order to ensure that a ready supply of new entrants are 
available to the industry.  It appears that many new entrants join the industry 
because they already know somebody working as a plumber; 

• the general public is unaware of the various occupations which are available 
within the industry and this is impacting on the potential pool of new entrants; 

• the industry may need to consider how best to ‘brand’ itself in order to appeal to 
a wider range of potential new entrants.  In the past, any branding which has 
occurred appears to relate to lifestyle and the money which can be earnt.  In the 
future,it may be more useful to focus on the sustainability and ‘green’ aspects of 
the industry; 

• there is no overarching agreement amongst participants as to the exact nature or 
depth of the career path information which needs to be provided for those 
considering a career in plumbing.  However, there is sufficient evidence to 
identify a range of different types of information which would be useful; 

• one of the issues which will need to be considered in developing and delivering an 
effective career path information system will involve the long term allocation of 
resources needed to identify and access relevant career information, as well as to 
maintain it over an extended period of time to ensure the ongoing currency of 
that information; 

• whilst both young people and mature age new entrants need to be provided with a 
variety of information, the way in which that information is presented may need 
to vary between the two groups.  This could include the option of giving young 
people enough information to enable them to see the short to medium term 
options which are available to them after completion of their apprenticeship, and 
focusing the information for mature age new entrants more on the longer term 
opportunities of a life long career; 

• when considering how best to get information out to young people, engagement 
also needs to occur with families and careers advisers;  

• a range of media have been identified which may be useful in distributing career 
path information to both young people and mature age new entrants.  The primary 
vehicle identified for both groups is a website, with school engagement and other 
technologies also seen as useful.  Again, the resource implications of these various 
strategies will need to be considered. 
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Career Path Information – for industry practitioners 

 

Whilst it is vitally important to ensure an ongoing supply of new entrants for the industry, 
one of the other critical factors which needs to be considered is how best to ensure that 
those who already work in the industry are retained, particularly those who operate as 
general plumbers.  As well as forming the bulk of the industry itself, this group also forms 
the likely pool from which the more specialised sectors of the plumbing industry will seek 
to find their practitioners.  Although it may seem to many that those working in the 
industry are likely to want to stay within their own areas of expertise, the evidence 
collected during this project shows that, for many of them, this is not necessarily the 
case.  As stated by one general plumber who attended a forum: 

 

‘As a 55 year old I would like to have advice on career options’. 

 

Career pathways for those already in the industry 

Survey respondents were asked for their thoughts with regard to the availability of 
diverse career pathways for those already working in the industry.  As can be seen from 
Chart 12 below, 72.5% agreed with the statement that ‘there are many career pathway 
options available after a few years experience’, with only 9.3% disagreeing. 

 

 

Chart 12 - There are many career paths available after a few years experience 
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This perception was reinforced by the 76% who believed that there are many new and 
emerging areas of plumbing.  This would indicate that survey respondents are recognising 
that career opportunities exist, not only in relation to the need for ongoing development 
of the increased skills and knowledge needed to work in the various parts of the general 
plumbing field, but also to learn the new skills and knowledge needed for the specialist 
areas of the industry as a whole. 

Survey respondents were also asked whether they believed that current apprentices are 
unaware with regard to the career opportunities which are open to them once they 
become registered.  As shown by Chart 13 below, 51.5% felt that this was the case, with 
only 24% disagreeing. 

 

 
Chart 13 - Most plumbing apprentices are not aware of the variety of career paths 
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Existing levels of career knowledge within the industry 

As has been discussed earlier in this report, the perception is that the general public is 
very unaware of the various career opportunities available to them in the plumbing 
industry.  It was considered to be important to also test this hypothesis for those already 
working in the industry.  As a result, project participants were asked for their opinions as 
to the level of knowledge of people working as plumbers about the various career paths 
they can take. 

Those who attended the forums made the following observations: 

 

‘Most people have not made conscious decisions to change careers within the 
industry.  This has come about more through being fully trained in their 
current areas of expertise and seeking to learn new things’ [Victorian 
plumber] 

‘Need to be in the industry to begin to learn what opportunities are 
available’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘Career opportunities often come through hearing about other jobs through 
the network.  In regional areas, those who are not part of the network are 
disadvantaged.  They need other sources of information’ [Victorian 
plumber] 

‘You can go in different directions ...  as an example, I had a career change 
after 20 years’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘Every plumber who works for himself has got to be prepared to change 
because he will need to if he wants to survive’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘I started off doing sanitary and factory maintenance.  Then I went on to AC 
and boilers, then I did a heap of polypipe then industrial heating.  The only 
way to advance is through change and to go down a different alleyway.  And 
every time I went down those different paths, I was competing with less 
people’ [Victorian plumber] 

 

Those who participated in the interviews provided a variety of views with regard to their 
perceptions of the level of knowledge of those already in the industry.  A few believed 
that most plumbers are not interested in changing their careers.  Comments included: 

 

‘Plumbers are only concerned about their own specific area and don’t care 
about other parts of the industry’ [educational institution] 

‘I don’t believe that there are many plumbers wanting to change careers.  
They are so well paid and would prefer to stay on site’ [regulator] 
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Another group believed that the majority of plumbers are not well informed about the 
various career paths which exist within the industry.  Some of their observations 
included: 

 

‘Not very knowledgeable’ [regulator] 

‘depends on age group.  What demographic they come from and how long 
they’ve been in the industry.  A lot of them get isolated’ [industry 
association] 

‘Only know the basics about alternative pathways’ [union] 

‘It is quite siloed.  There’s nothing out there that shows if I start off as a 
plumber, I can then go onto to something else’ [industry association] 

‘Perhaps they don’t think about the fact that because I have done this, I can 
do this’ [regulator] 

‘Do they really know about specific pathways?  I suspect not’ [regulator] 

‘Plumbers are not aware of the various career options and that is a real 
worry’ [industry association] 

‘Don’t think they would know where to start’ [industry association] 

 

Others believed that plumbers are aware of some specific sectors of the industry, but are 
generally unaware of the full spectrum of opportunities.  Their comments included: 

 

‘If they work for larger companies – more informed’ [industry association] 

‘People in trade know what’s going on through meeting some other 
occupations on site.  In other areas, don’t have good knowledge’ [industry 
association] 

‘People in commercial area are more up to speed than those working in 
residential’ [regulator] 

‘They know you can become a TAFE teacher or an inspector but not much 
else and there’s not a lot of that work out there’ [educational institution] 

‘People working for big plumbing firms have better knowledge.  Sole traders 
are too busy focusing on the work’ [regulator] 

‘I think they are aware of options.  The problem is ... what do I have to do 
to get established in that area’ [industry association] 

 ‘Not widely known beyond teaching’ [union] 

'People only think about the domestic, commercial and industrial.  Not 
aware of other things’ [regulator] 
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The above comments appear to indicate that some sectors of the industry are more 
informed than others about career opportunities.  In order to test whether this is correct, 
survey participants were asked whether they believed plumbers within their own area of 
work or with their own length of experience in the industry need more career information 
than others.   As can be seen from Chart 14 below, 61% of respondents believe that 
people working in their own sector need more career information and 60% believe that 
people with the same length of experience are also in need of assistance. 

 

 

Chart 14 - Career information needs for plumbers 
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Career information needs for plumbing practitioners 

If, as indicated above, there is not sufficient information available, then it is important 
to determine what career information plumbers do need in order to fully understand the 
various paths they can take in the industry.  Project participants were therefore asked to 
identify the specific types of information which would be useful to plumbers in this 
process.  Chart 7 in the previous section identifies the information which survey 
respondents felt is important.  The themes which were identified by forum attendees and 
interview participants included: 

 

• details of what the different occupations involve 

• the challenges of the job and the benefits. 

• relationship of current skills to new pathways 

• the pathways needed to get from one occupation to another – this could be in the 
form of a visual schematic showing the various pathways and their relationship to 
each other 

• benefits of each pathway 

• opportunities available in each sector, including interstate 

• pay scales for different occupations 

• new and emerging occupations and what they entail 

• where to go for further information about specific occupations 

• information about where people can go beyond plumbing, eg. professional levels 
through university education. 

• training and qualifications required for different career paths, including detail on 
the courses - commitment, timeframes, content, examinations, etc. 
 

As stated by one interview participant: 

‘plumbers need to know what the opportunities are and what the options 
might be.  How to exercise those options.  Quite a lot that they see are 
making very good money.  So there has to be a specific reason for them to 
move out of mainstream plumbing.  Usually it is to get off the tools or due 
to an injury.  Probably need a better hook for these people’ [regulator] 

 

Another interviewee commented that: 

 

‘You need to tell them the “how to”.  Need to get that information out to 
them so that they can be positioned to take advantage.  Needs to be 
available five years before they are going to make the move, so that they 
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can take up relevant training options.  Need to allay their fears when they 
probably haven’t studied for 20 or 30 years’ [regulator] 

 

From the above, it would appear that it is not sufficient simply to provide the details 
about the various career options which are available.  Plumbers will also need to be 
provided with information on the benefits to be attained by their career moves, as well 
as directed towards some form of support in making the move.  This support might be in 
the form of ‘tips and tricks’ for returning to study, through a skills mapping matrix 
showing the relationship of the skills they currently possess to their potential new 
occupation, and in the provision of strategies for dealing with change. 

 

 

Mechanisms to distribute career information to plumbers 

Survey respondents, forum attendees and interview participants were also asked how 
best to communicate this information to the wider industry.  As shown by Chart 15 below, 
the use of websites, trade journals and through trade associations were identified as the 
optimum means of contact. 

 

 

Chart 15 - Best means of communicating with current plumbers 
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the industry and giving plumbers some information to assist them in understanding what 
that work involves.  Written material which could be provided through trade associations, 
the union, plumbing supply businesses and PIC mailouts, as well as an electronic 
newsletter through the PIC were also seen as valuable tools in disseminating career path  
information.  The use of television and radio were seen as less desirable strategies due to 
the cost involved.  Other project participants identified a variety of electronic media 
such as CD ROMs, pop-ups on E-toolbox, email, SMS, etc. as tools which might be useful.  
As stated by one interviewee: 

‘ our telephone system is untapped.  Use SMS for short sharp messages.  
Need to explore phone technology.  Use something like Captivate software 
to produce short, couple of minute videos and place on the website for 
example.  Show the various occupations to dispel the perceptions about the 
industry’ [regulator] 

 

One of the other primary sources of information which was identified by those attending 
forums was the use of existing networks of plumbers.  This appears to be a particularly 
effective communication mechanism in regional areas.  Survey respondents were also 
asked for their thoughts on the use of networks to disseminate careers information.  As 
can be seen by Chart 16 below, 68% agreed that most plumbers find out about different 
career paths through their networks with other plumbers, whilst only 10% disagreed with 
this statement. 

 

 
Chart 16 - Most plumbers find out about careers through networks 
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• supervisors/managers (25%) agree less than employees or those who are self-
employed. 

These responses may be due to the fact that these two groups have their own well 
established sources of information and do not need to rely so much on networks of other 
plumbers.  However, those who work with other plumbers (69%) tend to agree more than 
those who work alone, and this would support the likelihood that they have strong links 
to networks of plumbers. 

As well as testing the importance of networks in providing career information to 
plumbers, survey respondents were also asked about the issues which face those who are 
not part of such networks. 
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Chart 17 - The importance of networks & knowledge of career paths 

 

As can be seen by Chart 16 above, whilst most plumbers acknowledged the importance of 
the network in finding career path information, over half of them were also aware of the 
difficulty which can be faced by those who are not part of such a network.  This seems to 
be particularly relevant in regional areas, with 81% of those who are located in large 
towns agreeing that it is difficult for those who are not part of a network.   One forum 
attendee also identified this problem.  He discussed his own situation in which he 
operates as a sole trader in a niche area.  He is not part of the local network of plumbers 
in his regional centre and so is not a recipient of the information which circulates through 
that network.  Instead, he must rely on his own initiative to actively seek out the 
information he needs. 

The responses above would indicate that much of what is happening in the broader 
industry is only well known to those on the ‘inside’ so that, if a plumber is not engaged 
with the ‘right people’, it can be very difficult to find relevant information.    This would 
indicate the need for an external source of information on career paths so that anyone in 
the industry can easily access this information. 
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Summary 

An examination of the issues which relate to the provision of career path information for 
those already in the industry identifies the following: 

 

• whilst it is important to target potential new entrants for career path information, 
work also needs to be done to ensure the retention of those already working in 
the industry; 

• the vast majority of plumbers agree that there are many diverse occupations 
within the industry, particularly in new and emerging areas; 

• project participants believe that apprentices are often unaware of the various 
career opportunities which are available to them.  Some believe that qualified 
plumbers are aware of some of the career paths which are available, but many 
others believe that they are generally unaware of their options; 

• plumber would like to see career information about the various occupations and 
what they involve, the types of qualifications and training which are needed to 
enter those occupations, how their current skills and knowledge map to those 
occupations, the challenges and benefits to be found in various career paths, as 
well as support information on how to return to study and deal with change; 

• websites, trade journals and trade associations were seen as the optimum tools 
for distributing career information, as well as the use of other technology and 
written material; 

• networks were also seen as very useful in disseminating career path information, 
althrough concern was expressed about the availability of that information to 
those who are not engaged with a network.  An independent method of providing 
career information was therefore seen as very important to ensure that the whole 
industry has access to relevant and timely information. 
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The role of the PIC 

 

Having gained a deeper understanding of the career path information needed by potential 
new entrants as well as existing plumbing practitioners, it is also important to discover 
which organisation or group of organisations is best placed to develop and deliver this 
information to the industry.  As a result, forum attendees, those who participated in 
interviews and survey respondents were asked to comment on where this responsibility 
was best placed. 

Survey respondents were overwhelmingly in favour of the PIC playing a major role in this 
area with 77.1% responding affirmatively and only 9.9% responding negatively. 

 

 

Chart 18 - Should the PIC play a role in providing career path information? 

 

Comments from survey respondents included: 

 

‘Who would be better to fill this role than the PIC?’ 

‘Without doubt’ 

‘YES as they are the industry watchdog, so they should be involved 100%’ 

‘Yes because of the level of impact plumbing has on the community as a 
whole’ 

‘Yes because the information would be accurate’ 
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‘Yes PIC would assist in keeping the industry professional’ 
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When examining the responses from different groups of survey participants, the following 
is noted: 

• those who were older at the time of registration are more supportive (88.3% of 
those who were registered at 26+ years of age compared to 75.3% of those who 
were 25 years of age or less at time of registration).  This may indicate that those 
who were more mature at completion of their apprenticeships may have a better 
appreciation of the breadth of activities with which the PIC is involved; 

• Whilst the majority of all groups surveyed were in favour, the data shows that, as 
years of experience increases, the support for the PIC’s role in career path 
information decreases (66.2% for those with 40+ years of experience, 76.8% for 
those with 20-39 years of experience, and 80.8% for those with less than 20 years 
experience).  This may be due to the dissatisfaction of some of the older plumbers 
with unrelated changes to the PIC functions, such as the move to self-inspection 
which was the subject of some discussion during the forums; 

• those from regions with larger populations tended to be more supportive (85.4% 
from Melbourne and suburbes, 77.4% from regional cities, 59% from large towns 
and 62.4% from small towns or rural areas).  This may be due to the more visible 
presence and better accessibility to the PIC in the larger centres; 

• those with a single licence tended to be more supportive than those with multiple 
licences (88.3% of those with a single licence versus 74.8% of those with multiple 
licences).  It is possible that those with multiple licences have access to a wider 
variety of sources of career information than those working in a single sector. 

 

However, despite the differences discussed above, it should be noted that every group 
responded positively to the role of the PIC in developing and distributing career 
information.  The same was the case when the data was examined by specific categories 
of registration or licence.  As can be seen from Chart 19 below, there is overwhelming 
support for the PIC to be involved in the provision of career path information. 

 

 

Chart 19 - Role of PIC x categories of registration/licence 
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Whilst there has been very strong support for the PIC to take on this work, it is also 
important to gain an understanding of how this should be done.  Forum attendees and 
those who participated in interviews were asked to describe how the PIC should deliver 
career path information.  Many of the participants felt that the PIC needs to include 
other organisations such as the union, the industry associations and the education 
providers to ensure that a common message in being presented.  Comments included: 

 

‘PIC is right, on the proviso that they involve industry representation at all 
levels, eg. single operator to larger end, and associations’ [Victorian 
plumber] 

‘Bring a balanced view to the process.  Otherwise it will be easy for it to get 
hijacked by bureaucracy.  Don’t want it hijacked by industry either.  Want a 
balanced input around the table’ [regulator] 

‘The PIC has to have an oversight role, but needs to form partnerships with 
industry bodies’ [union] 

‘Regulator should sit on a committee with other stakeholders’ [regulator] 

‘PIC is the right organisation to be developing and delivering careers info.  
As long as it’s not duplicating what other groups are doing’ [Victorian 
plumber] 

‘Mustn’t be in conflict with information being provided by other agencies 
such as Skills Council or industry association.  Will just cause confusion’ 
[industry association] 

‘Their capacity to reach into the regional areas is greater than anyone else’ 
[industry association] 

‘It would be nice to get some government support to ensure the right people 
are attracted’ [regulator] 

‘That’s a great idea that there is a central space.  Because if we are all 
trying to do our separate thing, we are often at loggerheads.  For instance 
if the PIC and the MPA got together it would be useful.  It could work hand in 
hand.  It would certainly be a help to us. We don’t have the people and 
resources to do this.  But we would be interested in helping’ [industry 
association] 

‘It’s about the ability of getting out to all practitioners .... PIC is well set 
up’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘Industry associations should be distributing career path information’ 
[industry association] 

‘Explore a partnering arrangement with industry’ [regulator] 

‘Regulator along with industry’ [union] 

‘PIC is the right organisation to start building career info, but should work 
with PICAC and union to get the information out to plumbers’ [union] 
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‘Union is well represented in the metro areas and larger organisations so 
should make use of them’ [industry association] 

‘Need to work hand in hand with the unions’ [regulator] 

‘Need to talk to other groups, not just go it alone’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘Working group to include the regulator and industry bodies’ [regulator] 

‘Needs to be inclusive’ [Victorian plumber] 

‘More relevant for education bodies to distribute career path information’ 
[educational institution] 

‘PIC has the respect’ [industry association] 

 

 

A national approach to career information for the plumbing 
industry 

There was enthusiastic agreement amongst those interviewed and attending forums that 
the career path information system which will be developed for Victoria could be the 
precursor to a national system.  This viewpoint was strongly endorsed by those 
representatives of interstate regulators, industry associations and education providers 
who took part in telephone interviews.  With the proposed move to a national licensing 
system, this was seen as a natural progression.  As stated by one interviewee: 

 

‘There is a need to maintain a level of consistency, especially if you are 
talking about labour market mobility’ [regulator] 

 

Whilst there was some concern with the current level of unknowns with regard to how 
the national licensing system will operate, there was consistency that, if a national 
career path information system is developed it could, at least initially, be managed by 
the National Plumbing Regulators’ Forum (NPRF).  The general feeling was that, once 
there is more clarity, the career path information process could then be taken over by 
whatever body is established to oversight the national licensing system.  However, there 
was still a sense that a national regulatory body would still need to engage with the 
industry associations and other interested groups to ensure that there is an industry wide 
approach to the development and delivery of career path information. 

 

Summary 

With regard to the development and delivery of career path information for Victoria: 

• the PIC was strongly endorsed as the body which should be involved in this 
process; 
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• other industry groups such as industry associations, the union, and education 
providers should be engaged by the PIC; 

• this work on career path information will likely be the precursor to a national 
career path information system; 

• at least initially, the NPRF is the right body to oversight a national career path 
information system. 
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Developing Career Maps for the Plumbing Industry 

 

As discussed earlier in this report, interviews and surveys conducted throughout Australia 
have highlighted the need for a robust, comprehensive career path information system 
for the plumbing industry.  This need for information is widespread and has a variety of 
implications for attraction and retention within the plumbing workforce.   

Almost two-thirds of Victorian plumbers feel that the general public is unaware of the 
different roles and careers within the industry.  This has an impact for customer 
interaction with plumbers as well as obvious implications for attracting new entrants into 
the trade. 

Even plumbing apprentices are impacted by the lack of plumbing career information, 
with just over half of plumbers surveyed believing that plumbing apprentices are not 
aware of the variety of career paths available throughout the life of a plumber.   

Many Victorian plumbers feel that useful career information would assist in maintaining 
and encouraging a growing and flexible workforce.  If the industry cannot provide a 
description of the diverse roles and career pathways available within the trade, how will 
the public begin to understand the diverse roles?  Furthermore, if they do not have a 
more informed understanding of the plumbing industry, how many will encourage their 
sons and daughters to enter the trade?  With 61% of plumbers believing that practitioners 
working in their own field are also unaware of the various career opportunities which are 
available to them, access to useful and timely career information becomes even more 
important if the industry is to ensure that specialist occupations do not fall into skills 
shortage. 

 

 

The Implications of a Career Path Information System 

Having sought the opinions of a variety of industry representatives with regard to the 
need for a comprehensive source of career path information, it was also considered 
important to test what these individuals believed the impact of such a system would be 
on the industry as a whole. 
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Chart 20 - Impact of a comprehensive source of career path information 

 

As can be seen from Chart 20 above, 58.2% felt that it would have a high or very high 
impact on the industry, with only 14% believing that the impact would be low or very low.  
When examining some of the demographic responses, the following is noted: 

• those who were older at registration feel that the impact would be higher than 
those who were younger at that point (74% compared to 54.2%).   This might 
indicate that the older group have given more mature consideration to the 
opportunities which are available in the industry; 

• those with more years of experience have a stronger sense of the impact (67.5% of 
those with 40+ years of experience, 60.6% of those with 20-39 years of experience 
and 53.8% of those with less than 20 years of experience). This may be due to the 
fact that those who have been in the industry longer may be considering their 
options as they get older; 

• those who have a single licence tended to believe that there would be a higher 
impact than those with multiple licences (66.7% versus 56.5%).  These individuals 
may see such a system as useful for them should they wish to consider diversifying 
into other parts of the industry; 

• those who work as managers/supervisors tend to be slightly more inclined to 
believe that there will be a high impact than those who are employees or self-
employed (65.5% versus 53% of employees and 55.6% of self-employed).  This 
group may see the opportunities provided by a robust career information system 
more easily than the others due to their ongoing interaction with other 
practitioners. 

 

Current career information is inadequate and primarily describes individual licence 
capabilities (see Appendix 1 for a common description as provided by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics Australia New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations – 
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ANZSCO codes).  This does not adequately reflect the diversity of roles within the 
industry.   

As in most industries, the number of jobs and career paths expand with experience and 
capabilities.  Almost three-quarters of Victorian plumbers believe that there are many 
more career pathway options available after a few years of experience.  They reflect that 
as a plumber ‘gets the basics down’, many other job opportunities begin to open up. 

However, there is presently no comprehensive career path information system which can 
provide data on the variety and diversity of jobs available to a plumber during their 
career.  The following discussion in this section outlines a potential pathway for 
developing a useful career path information system for the industry. 

 

 

Careers in the 21st Century 

In the past, career pathways have usually assumed a relatively linear progression in a 
profession or, even more commonly, advancement upward through an organisational 
hierarchy.  It was neat and tidy; clearly evident to all.   

However, as discussed in the first report from this project, this traditional model ‘is 
fragmenting – fast.  It less and less describes the real world.  There are fewer ladders 
around, and those that survive look less and less secure.  The reason is the pace of 
change’1.  Over half of all Victorian plumbers feel that plumbing roles have changed 
significantly.  Additionally, three-quarters of plumbers believe there have been huge 
changes in the plumbing industry over the last 20 years, and that this pace of change is 
only going to get faster2.  ‘Career choice is no longer a one-time event, but rather an 
evolving journey that mirrors our rapidly changing world’3. 

For many people, managing careers in a changing industry involves both lateral and 
vertical progression opportunities.  Although some individuals describe careers that look 
more like ‘crazy paving’4 or ‘careering about’5, these concepts do still retain a sense of 
developing one’s career and moving forward.  A ‘career is more than mere biography’6. 

These days, ‘the key to career success ... is quite different from what we were taught in 
the past.  It is not stability and specialisation in one field, but flexibility with expertise, 
creativity and the ability to cross borders and boundaries, solve problems, meet 
challenges and work independently, as well as with others’7.  Additional views would 
suggest that ‘today the term “career” is more broadly applied and is commonly 

                                            

 
1 Watts,A.G. 1998, ‘Reshaping Career Development for the 21st Century’, Inaugural professorial lecture, 
www.derby.ac.uk/.../icegs_reshaping_career_development1999a.pdf (15 Nov. 2010)  
2 CPD Report 
3 Klim, SL, 2005  ‘The relationship between level of cognitive development and career decision making’, Career Planning 
and Adult Development Journal, vol. 21, no. 1, pp. 39-45, Proquest database. 
4 Widely used and attributed to Robin Linnecar 
5 Watts, op cit 
6 ibid 
7 Harkness, H, 2008  ‘YoYo model for your future career: You’re on your own’, Career Planning and Adult Development 
Journal, vol. 24, no. 2, p.16,  Proquest database. 
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considered to be the lifelong sequence of role-related experiences of individuals’8.  
Having access to career information which can provide insights into various occupations is 
vitally important, particularly in an industry where many practitioners are self-employed 
and do not have the career structure and support which is provided for staff in many 
large organisations with HR departments. 

Despite this more constant and fluid management of careers, the job role is still the 
dominant construct.  The United Nations describes “careers” as ‘the interaction of job 
roles and other life roles over a person’s lifespan ... people create career patterns as 
they make decisions about education, work, family and other life roles’9.  Many would 
argue that job roles, or occupations, are taking on a more important role in career 
development.  They suggest that, as organisational career pathways become less 
prominent, the occupation becomes the means of mapping a career which crosses 
organisational boundaries and contracting roles10.   However, other researchers view the 
context of managing careers at an even more micro level.  They suggest that the focus 
has shifted ‘from employment to employability ... not “what I do” (i.e. current 
occupation) but “what I can do” (in terms of capabilities and competencies)’11. 

Both job roles and capabilities are important in the context of developing plumbing 
career pathway information.  Many plumbers clearly describe their role in both contexts: 
the job that they do and the capabilities that differentiate what they do from another 
plumber.  It would seem evident that plumbing career path information would involve the 
two building blocks: 

• Job roles, and 

• the capabilities involved in those job roles 

 

 

Purpose of Career Mapping: Seeing the Big Picture 

Managing a career is a very personal journey for many these days.  Individuals no longer 
identify their working career with the organisation for which they work, but more often 
the job and distinguishing capabilities they possess.  This imposes a responsibility on the 
individual for locating career information.  For many, it is not ‘Where will this company 
take me?’, but ‘Where will this job take me?’  In order to do this effectively, those 
individuals need to have a clear understanding of what is involved in the various 
occupations which may make up their selected career path.  As stated by one 
interviewee: 

                                            

 
8 Barnett, BR & Bradley, L, 2007  ‘The impact of organisational support for career development on career satisfaction’, 
Career Development International, vol. 12, no. 7, p.621, Emerald database. 
9 United Nations 2002, Handbook on career consulting, unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001257/125740e.pdf (11 Nov 
2010) 
10 Arther M.B. & Rousseau D.M. 1996, The Boundaryless Career: a new principle for a new organsizational era, Oxford 
University Press, UK. 
11 Watts, Op Cit. 
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‘(Most plumbers) probably know that some of the pathways exist, but are 
not knowledgeable about the intricacies of the occupations or the 
requirements to get into them’ [regulator] 

 
Based on feedback from plumbers and stakeholders, the opportunities provided by these 
various career paths are not well understood within the plumbing trade,.  However, most 
within the trade suggest that the number of opportunities expand as one becomes more 
experienced in plumbing.  This may make it difficult to answer another typical career 
question: ‘Where do you see yourself in 5 years?’  Whilst this is sometimes met with glib 
answers like, ‘I’ll have your job’ or ‘Doing something less demanding’, it is hard to have 
career goals if there is no evident list of career possibilities.  As stated by one 
interviewee: 

 
‘Some plumbers may be aware of some of the possibilities.  The problem is 
... what do I have to do to get established in that area?’ [educational 
institution] 

 

 Mapping out job roles that typify various career paths is essential if plumbers are to see 
the ‘big picture’ or overall view.  Individuals need to understand ‘What jobs are available 
and how do they link together?’ if they are going to actively plan their careers.  Clearly, 
there are many plumbers who are quite happy in their current job roles.  However, if the 
industry is to attract a wider entrant pool and retain eager and goal oriented 
practitioners, then there is a need to provide career information on the wide array of 
occupations which are on offer within the industry ... and beyond! 

 

Process for Developing Plumbing Career Path Information 

In order to develop comprehensive and useful career path information for the plumbing 
industry, it is important to understand how career development happens.   

One career learning theory suggests that career development learning occurs in cycles 
with four different stages:   

• the sensing stage, where a person is able to find or locate career-related 
information and impressions;  

• a sifting stage where they are able to sift through the information and distinguish 
patterns to help make decisions;  

• a focusing stage, where they can be more specific in their review of the 
information; and  

• an understanding stage, where they understand more clearly the cause and effect 
of their career decision12.   

                                            

 
12 Law, B 2010, Building on What we Know: Career-Learning Thinking for contemporary working life, Routledge, London 
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This model suggests the need for a framework which not only provides an initial highlight 
of occupations or job roles for the plumbing industry, but also more in-depth information 
for the sifting and focusing stages.  Useful career information will therefore need more 
than simply a list of job titles. 

However, a model for career management which appears to more closely align with 
vocational careers is presented by the United Nations13.  This model highlights the 
importance of the following for individuals: 

5. Exposure to occupational information 

6. Cognitive rehearsal of vocational aspirations – that is, practitioners need a process 
which enables them to rehearse mentally how they will translate the information 
into useful strategies 

7. Acquisition of some cognitive structure for organising information about self, 
occupations and their relations – creating some sort of useful ‘map’ which will 
enable the practitioner to make sense of the information 

8. social support or reinforcement  

 

This model largely fits the context of the stakeholder feedback and informs the suggested 
development framework for plumbing career information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Model for career management 

                                            

 
13 United Nations, 2002, Handbook on career counselling, unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001257/125740e.pdf (11 Nov 
2010) 
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Highlight Occupations - involves providing access to information on the various 
occupations available.  This has been identified as a clear need within the plumbing 
industry.  A comprehensive listing of current job roles within the industry is not available 
or sufficient to meet the needs highlighted by plumbers and stakeholders.  This is a big 
challenge for the industry, as plumbing has become a diverse trade which is changing at a 
fast pace.  A possible approach for uncovering the various roles within the industry will 
be discussed separately in the next section. 

 

Occupational Information - provides for the ability to better understand what is truly 
involved in the occupation.  Can you see yourself in this role?  Is it a good fit?  Is it a role 
to which you might aspire?  Importantly, this stage provides the necessary information to 
understand what the role truly entails.  Surveyed plumbers across Victoria highlight 
specific information they would like to see made available for various job roles.  Listed 
by level of importance, they are: 

• Training required for this career 

• Range of pay 

• A description of a normal week in this role 

• Hear from someone in the job/career 

• How this job will lead to other future roles 

• What kind of person is suited to this role 

• Starting pay scale 

• Previous jobs that can lead to this role 

• Different job roles available to someone with my experience 

 

Structure - revolves around delivery of career information in an organised fashion which 
allows an individual to navigate the information and relate it to their personal situation.  
Currently, there is no recognised structure evident amongst plumbers or stakeholders 
which reflects the diversity of roles in plumbing.  Although some plumbers feel that 
information on licensing outcomes may be appropriate for those first entering the trade, 
the majority feel that this is inadequate by itself and there is a need for information on 
the more diverse roles.   

It is important that any career information structure be relevant to practitioners and not 
some imposed hierarchy which is not of use to them.   Since there was no consensus view 
within the industry, it may be useful to build a structure based on the occupational listing 
developed in the next stage of this project.   

 

Differentiating Capabilities - involves developing a system which includes support and 
reinforcement for individuals to develop their careers, providing them with data which 
enables them to build the capability to take on new job roles if that is their goal.  A key 
element of this system support will involve the provision of information highlighting the 
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capabilities and competencies required for each job role.  It will be important, however, 
for this to be in the form of a practical tool and, to that end, the following is suggested: 

• a complete listing of all capabilities and competencies for a role would be onerous 
and largely overlap with other plumbing roles.   

• it is likely that information on the differentiating capabilities and competencies 
involved in the role when compared to other roles on which the career progression 
is built, would be more important and useful for users of the system. 

• details of the differentiating competencies which are most important to 
practitioners are likely to be best sourced from plumbing practitioners in that 
current role.   

 What are the personal challenges for a plumber coming into this role? 

 What does a plumber need to learn to do well in this role? 

 

Highlighting the differentiating capabilities will allow most plumbers to focus on 
developing the competencies most valued within the role, and this could be done through 
utilisation of the proposed CPD program.  This clear linkage between the two programs 
will take time to develop, but provides strong support and reinforcement for a dynamic 
and flexible workforce. 

 

 

Industry Challenge in Highlighting Job Roles (Occupations) 

As stated earlier, the basic construct in building a career path is an occupation or job 
role.  It is only through a robust listing of job roles that one can begin to map out various 
career paths which are typically available within an industry.  For some industries, the 
job roles are defined, distinct and relatively few, providing a simple task in delivering 
career pathways.   

However, this project has highlighted the diverse nature of the plumbing industry.  This 
diversity appears to have increased over the last couple of decades with the advent of 
new products, processes, and new areas of work within the trade.  Although roughly one 
quarter of Victorian plumbers believe that plumbing has not changed that much over the 
years, in a separate question, 83% believe there are many more new and emerging areas 
of plumbing than when they first started. 

 

‘with water conservation and energy ratings playing a major role in building 
and construction these days, plumbing is a lot more involved than in the 
past’[Victorian plumber] 

 

This increase in diversity within the plumbing industry has had a direct impact on 
plumbing job roles.  As highlighted earlier, the public and plumbing apprentices are not 
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well aware of the diverse roles within the trade.  Even plumbers find it difficult to find 
information.  Roughly 60% of all plumbers in Victoria feel there is more career 
information needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 - Is there enough career path information available? 

 

Despite this evident need for a more thorough provision of job roles and career 
information, many plumbers and stakeholders are challenged to provide a clear direction 
on how to provide this information or structure the approach.  This reflects the 
complexity of a multi-licensed trade as well as the increasing diversity of job roles.   

 

At the moment, it’s a bit ad hoc.  People think ‘how do I get there from A to 
B’.  Need to be explicit about what is required.  People fumble their way at 
the moment.  They don’t set themselves on a pathway where they say ‘I’m 
going to finish my apprenticeship and then become a ... and that’s going to 
take me five years’ (Victorian plumber] 

 
 

How Do Plumbers Describe Their Roles? 

Since there is not an obvious or industry-intuitive approach to describing the diverse 
roles, a grounded research14 approach has been used during the project.  In this instance, 
plumbers were asked how they would describe the type of work they do to another 
plumber.  The goal of this question was to better understand how industry practitioners 

                                            

 
14 From Wikipedia: Grounded Research - Grounded theory (GT) is a systematic qualitative research methodology in the 
social sciences emphasizing generation of theory from data in the process of conducting research[1]. 
 
It is a research method that operates almost in a reverse fashion from traditional research and at first may appear to be in 
contradiction of the scientific method. Rather than beginning by researching and developing a hypothesis, the first step is 
data collection, through a variety of methods. From the data collected, the key points are marked with a series of codes, 
which are extracted from the text. The codes are grouped into similar concepts in order to make them more workable. 
From these concepts, categories are formed, which are the basis for the creation of a theory, or a reverse engineered 
hypothesis. This contradicts the traditional model of research, where the researcher chooses a theoretical framework, and 
only then applies this model to the studied phenomenon 
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currently differentiate job roles and whether there are any particular frames of 
reference they use when giving these descriptions.  

It was considered that these frames of reference could then provide an approach to 
collecting information about different job roles in the industry and grouping them into 
some form of presentable structure. 

From the 499 Victorian plumbers who responded to this open question, the job 
descriptions tended to fall within three different reference frames – sector, stage and 
category (see descriptions below).  As well, a potential fourth frame of reference was 
identified by the researchers, dealing with the transition practitioners may make into 
supervisory roles.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Job description frames of reference 

 

Although some plumbers described themselves within one reference frame, most 
described their role across two or three of the frames described above. 

 

‘Installation and Maintenance of Mechanical Services in the commercial area 
incorporating Type B gas work and Refrigeration with a small component of 
general plumbing and roofing’  

‘A commercial plumber specializing in hydraulics on medium to large size 
projects such as hospitals and shopping centres’  

‘After many years of plumbing, starting in domestic going on to villa work 
,estate work and finally ending up in the commercial sector of plumbing, I do 

Level

Sector

Stage

Categories

• supervisory/management roles
• staff development/training

• Residential
• Commercial
• Industrial

• Installation/New
• Maintenance

• Specialist
• Generalist
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not work on the tools anymore, I manage the labour, forecast materials and 
man hours for large projects’  

‘Commercial roof plumber’  

‘Commercial and industrial plumber’  

‘General domestic and low level commercial installation of the basic 
plumbing services for new work and renovation or redevelopment of homes 
and schools. Expert maintenance installation and repair of domestic gas 
appliances’  

 

It appears evident that these three frames of reference are widely understood within the 
industry and provide a strong starting point for developing the list of typical roles which 
are the basis for career paths.   

Although many plumbers may describe their job role in different ways, there will be 
obvious job role similarities which can be grouped together.  This is an important aspect; 
the intent is not to provide a list of 1000 job roles that differ so slightly that it becomes 
confusing and unwieldy.  The issue will be to make a decision on when there are 
sufficient differences in job tasks to warrant the identification of a ‘new’ occupation, 
rather than the same job role with varying tasks.  Grouping the various descriptions into a 
‘typical’ job role will be a critical challenge in the next stage of this project.  However, 
even within the plumbers’ descriptions, there appeared to be some grouping themes.  
Although more directed questions will be required to fully understand these groupings, 
the following are some examples which appear to be evident within plumbers’ comments. 

 

Categories 

• General plumbers tend to view drainage, gas, roofing and fire as separate 
categories to a ‘general plumber’ 

• Many general plumbers describe themselves as a ‘general plumber, plus ...’ one 
of these specialties 

• Most self-described specialists are in roofing, drainage, mechanical, gas and fire 

• Specialists will often describe themselves beyond their licence category, to 
include the type of equipment, appliance or environment within which they work  

Stage 

• Plumbers involved in installation specify more often which sector they work in as 
opposed to those who work in maintenance (i.e. residential, commercial or 
industrial) 

• Installation plumbers often identify with a product or equipment specialty 

• Maintenance plumbers are more commonly a ‘general plumber, plus ...’ (see 
above) 

• Maintenance plumbers more often have a prime customer (e.g. a company) or a 
specific area of a sector (e.g. hospital, power station, local government) 
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Sector 

• In residential, domestic maintenance is very large and often describes a particular 
customer base (e.g. rentals) 

• Commercial sector plumbers usually describe specific types of commercial area 
(e.g. multi-story, factories, shopping malls, schools, hotels, hospitals, etc.) 

• Industrial sector plumbers describe specific types of industrial area or equipment 
in which they specialise (e.g. power station, large gas fired equipment) 

Level 

• This frame of reference relates to the progression of a practitioner from a 
predominantly ‘hands on’ plumbing role into the leadership/management 
functions of a leading hand/supervisor/manager 

• Will involve gathering information on the amount of business related activities 
undertaken in these roles.  This will include capabilities and competencies 
relating to staff supervision, training, etc. 

 

These four reference frames provide a strong basis for the next step in developing a list 
of current plumbing job roles.  They appear to be the current means which plumbers use 
to describe themselves within the industry and allow for a basis to begin the collection of 
job role information.   

 

Recommendation 1:  During the next stage of this project, the four frames of 
reference, which include category, stage, sector and level should be used as the 
basis for collecting specific occupational and job role information. 

 

How to present career path information 

The data gathered through the more focused questions which will be needed in the next 
stage of this project will also provide a rich source of information to the developers of 
the career path information system with regard to how best to present occupational 
details.  

As part of the research already undertaken for this project, survey respondents were 
asked to comment on whether they felt that career path information should be presented 
in registration/licensing categories as well as through a wider range of descriptors.   
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Agree

Presentation of Career Path Information

"... career information should be 
presented under registration 
categories"

"... career information should 
present a larger range of possible 
jobs and career pathways"

 
Chart 21 - Presentation of career path information 

 

As can be seen from Chart 21 above, approximately half felt that information presented 
by registration categories would be useful or very useful, whilst more than two thirds also 
felt that there needs to be a wider range of possible occupational descriptors available.  
The use of registration categories was seen to be particularly useful for new entrants 
such as apprentices, with 49.8% agreeing with this statement.   

Analysis of the data gathered therefore tends to indicate that career information may 
need to be presented in differing formats.  For new entrants, it is best presented in 
terms of the registration and licensing categories for the mainstream plumbing trade, and 
for each specialist occupation outside of that group.  For those already working in the 
trade, the data discussed above shows that practitioners are seeking information based 
on previously discussed descriptors and frames of reference given by the plumbers 
themselves.   
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Structure and Framework for Implementation 

 

Analysis of the data collected during this project shows that: 

 

• there is a need for a comprehensive career path information system; 

• that this system should provide information on occupations within the various 
registration/licensing categories and specialist occupations, but also by defining 
occupational and job role characteristics, such as described in the previous 
chapter; 

• that the PIC needs to work with other sectors of the industry to develop the 
information needed in such a system; and 

• that a range of media will be needed to present this information, with a website 
being the primary tool. 

 

Principles of a career path information system 

A robust and sustainable career path information system must be based on sound 
principles if it is to achieve the end goal of improving the overall effectiveness of the 
plumbing industry.  Listed below are the overarching principles which have been 
identified as a result of the research undertaken as part of this project. 

 

Principle 1 - Recognise the diversity of the industry 

Any career path information system which is developed needs to take account of the 
diversity of the plumbing industry and the many individuals who make up that industry.  
Each of these individuals will have their own career and personal aspirations and these 
will involve a wide variety of occupational combinations.  The career path information 
system will need to allow multiple combinations of these occupations to be explored. 

 

Principle 2 – Cover the range of occupational pathways 

Development of the career path information system should be well researched in order to 
ensure that all sectors and occupations are represented so that both new entrants and 
those already working in the industry are able to find information on their preferred 
career paths.  Discussions should be held with relevant industry associations and, where 
necessary, with groups of specialist practitioners to identify the occupations and job roles 
within each industry sector as well as how they link together to form a career path.  This 
could be done through holding focus groups, conducting surveys, etc.  These occupations 
will need to be linked in a variety of ways to show how different career progressions can 
occur. 
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Principle 3 – Maintain simplicity of use 

Whilst it is important to ensure that the career path information system is comprehensive 
enough to provide information on the various occupations and sectors within the industry, 
it will also need to remain simple for users to navigate and use so that they are easily 
able to find the information they need.  Whilst this may seem to be a ‘motherhood 
statement’, the extreme diversity of the industry and the amount of information which 
will need to be presented have the potential to make the system highly complex.  In 
order to make the system user friendly, a hierarchical, tiered structure which presents 
the information in a logical, sector related manner will be needed (see Recommendation 
5 below).  Use of graphics and other visual material will also aid users in understanding 
the material. 

 

Principle 4 – Contain sufficient occupational detail 

As stated above, the system itself will need to be developed in such a way as to be easy 
to navigate and use.  However the system will also need to contain sufficient 
occupational and job role detail for users to make informed decisions about the various 
occupations they are researching.  As in Principle 2 above, this information should be 
developed in consulation with industry associations and specialist practitioners through 
forums, surveys, etc.  The range of detail should include the items discussed previously in 
this report, including occupational qualifications and salary information where 
appropriate.   Processes will need to be established with the various sector associations 
to access initial information and to periodically update that information to ensure its 
ongoing currency for users. 

 

Principle 5 – Use various media 

As discussed earlier in this report, participants identified a range of media which could 
be used to disseminate career path information.  In order to ensure that it meets the 
needs of a variety of different users, the career path information system will need to use 
a range of these different media.  The media which were identified as most useful by 
participants include technology, particularly a website, and personal contact through 
school presentations and career nights.  The availability of some written material will 
also be important so that users who are not technology savvy are not discouraged from 
using the system. 

 

 

Principle 6 – Not be too burdensome or costly to maintain 

Whilst the career path information system needs to be comprehensive enough to make it 
useful to those who are seeking information, this will need to be balanced by examining 
strategies to ensure that it is sustainable in the long term.  As such, further research 
needs to occur to ensure that the media and processes used to develop and maintain the 
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system are not too burdensome or costly for the PIC to bear, and are not so complex that 
they discourage other interested organisations from contributing.   

 

Structure 

One potential structure which can be used to make sense of all of this information is the 
‘career tree’ with each industry category being held on one ‘branch’ and the 
occupational hierarchy climbing that branch.  A device such as a ‘rope bridge’ could scale 
between branches where there is opportunity for one occupation to cross over into 
another category branch. 

Each branch would present occupational options hierarchically, with the occupations 
available to those just registered and then licensed at the lower and middle parts of the 
branch.  This structure would be particularly useful for potential new entrants as well as 
for those who are fairly new to the industry, eg. apprentices.  The higher levels of the 
branch could differentiate occupations by the frames of reference mentioned in the 
previous chapter.  For example, a plumbing practitioner may be interested in only 
working in installation or maintenance areas and could seek occupational or job role 
information on that basis.  Alternatively, they may want to work only in the commercial 
or industrial sector and look for career opportunities in these categories. 

Where specialist occupations sit within a specific sector, they would appear at the top of 
the branch for that industry category, although it should be noted that some practitioners 
specialise early in their careers and diversify as they gain more experience.  Specialist 
occupations such as teaching or inspection, which are not attached to a specific industry 
category, could sit on a specific specialist occupations branch. 

A user could select the branch itself to access generic information about the industry 
sector as a whole.  Again, this would be useful for those considering a career in the 
industry.  This information could include links to the industry associations which are 
relevant to that sector.  When a user selects a specific occupation on a branch, they 
would access more detail about the occupation itself. 

The PIC could choose an alternative structure similar to the one used in the transport and 
logistics website which was described in the first report from this project.  That structure 
would involve the use of a graphic to represent each industry sector.  For example, a gas 
appliance could represent that sector, a tap could represent the water sector, etc.  The 
more specialised areas would need more creative graphics.  For instance, a high rise 
building could represent the commercial sector.  Consideration would need to be given as 
to how to reflect cross over opportunities between sectors in this type of structure. 

 

Recommendation 2:  The PIC will need to give consideration as to the optimum 
structure to be used to present career path information. 
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Methodology 

This section discusses the way forward for the PIC in developing a career path 
information system. 

 

Connection with CPD program 

The PIC will need to allocate both human and financial resources to develop and maintain 
a robust career path information system.  This system should also be connected to the 
PIC’s proposed Continuing Professional Development (CPD) program as there is a strong 
connection between these systems.    

Earlier sections of this report discussed the detail which would be needed in a career 
path information system.  As well as specifics on what the work involves, this included 
the skills, knowledge and capabilities needed for different occupations.  The 
distinguishing skill/knowledge/capability sets identified for each occupation could then 
become enablers for the CPD program and give strategic guidance to users on the CPD 
activities which would assist them in making the transition to a new career opportunity, 
as well as to more clearly understand emerging capabilities in their existing occupations. 

  

Identifying the appropriate media  

As identified by participants, a range of media will be needed to present career path 
information to users.  Web-based technology was identified as the primary source of 
information, with personal contact through school presentations, career nights, other 
electronic media and written material also rating highly.   

It is suggested that, during the next phase of the project, further research needs to be 
conducted into the specific various media which might be used to develop and deliver 
career path information.  This research would involve investigating proprietary web 
technology which might optimise the usefulness of methods of presenting the information 
to users.  It is recommended that the website used by Supply Chain Victoria15 which was 
featured in the first report from this project, be used as a starting point, as well as the 
various other media available through the transport and logistics sector, such as their 
Career and Course Guide, the CD ROM which has been created for use in schools and for 
community presentations and the My Skills Builder website provided by the Transport and 
Logistics Industry Skills Council16.   

Development of written material will also need to occur and research should be 
undertaken to determine the best format for this material to take.  As well as a website17, 
the mining industry has developed a book of case studies and careers in the mining 

                                            

 
15 http://www.supplychainvictoria.com.au/interactivetools/careers/index.html 
16 http://myskillsbuilder.com.au/index.php 
17 http://www.miningcareers.com/ 
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industry which may be a useful starting point.   A similar case study package is also 
available through the Transport and Logistics sector.   

Issues which will need to be taken into consideration will be cost of development and 
ongoing maintenance of both written and electronic information systems, as well as the 
compatibility of web based technology with the technology already in use by the PIC, 
such as E-Toolbox. 

 

 

Gathering further data 

Whilst this project has identified a range of types of information which need to be 
included in a career path information system, the next stage will require further research 
to gather that specific data by occupation or other distinguishing characteristics, such as 
frames of reference.  To do this, the PIC will need to engage with industry associations 
and, where necessary, other relevant stakeholders such as those working in specialist 
occupations.  This might be achieved through conducting focus groups, surveys, etc. 

 

 Staged Implementation 

Given the complexity of a comprehensive career path information system for an industry 
as diverse as plumbing, a staged implementation is recommended.  In developing a 
comprehensive career path information system, it is recognised that a very large amount 
of information will need to be collected and sorted.  If the decision is taken to complete 
this whole process before release of the system to users, then the PIC can expect 
significant delays in the launch.  It is therefore recommended that a staged approach be 
taken to the development and release of the system.  It may be useful to focus initially 
on collecting the material in a way which facilitates developing the web content and 
then, once the various stages have been completed, this material can be mined for 
inclusion in written packages of material or other technology based applications, such as 
CD ROMs as required. 

Concurrently with the collection of career and occupational data, the staged 
implementation could involve the following process. 

 

Stage 1 

The first stage should involve identification of the various industry categories and the 
occupations which sit within them, described in terms of the job roles/frames of 
reference detailed previously in this report.  This initial data may be gathered through 
discussion with industry associations, focus groups, surveys, etc.  The occupational 
information should be loaded onto the selected web based platform and could be 
represented in a visual format in the form of the career ‘tree’ discussed earlier. 
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Stage 2 

Industry practitioners and other stakeholders should be invited to provide feedback on 
the validity and usefulness of the occupational pathway ‘tree’ structure developed in 
Stage 1.  This will ensure that later stages are not based on a faulty initial premise and 
will engage the wider industry in the ongoing consultation necessary to build a robust 
career path information system. 

 

Stage 3 

It is recommended that this third stage should involve fleshing out each category 
occupation with details of what that specific occupation or job role entails.  This includes 
the qualifications needed to gain entry into the occupation, the length of time required 
to complete those qualifications, the typical tasks which would be performed by the 
practitioner, and information on previous jobs which can lead into this role as well as the 
connection of this role to other future occupations.  This detail should be accompanied 
by short video clips of people working in that occupation and discussing their 
experiences. 

 

Stage 4 

This stage would involve continuing to add to the detail for each occupation.  Content 
developed in this stage could include salary scales, generic and specific skill and 
knowledge sets which an experienced practitioner would be likely to develop, and 
discussion of the environments in which the occupation might take place, such as working 
in high rise buildings, on residential estates, in a consultancy firm, etc.  Links to relevant 
industry associations could also be provided at this stage, so that anyone interested in a 
specialist area is able to make contact with the relevant industry body. 

 

Stage 5 

This stage would involve conversion of the web based material into other media, such as 
a promotional package of written material and a CD ROM which could form the basis of 
presentations for school groups, career nights, etc.  This stage should also involve 
development of more comprehensive tools such as a Careers and Qualifications Guide like 
the one developed by the transport and logistics industry. 

 

Stage 6 

The final stage for implementation of the career path information system would involve 
development of information to assist those seeking to enter or move within the plumbing 
industry.  This could include ‘tips and tricks’ about returning to study, support strategies 
for those dealing with change and other relevant information which may be useful in 
helping these individuals to successfully make their career transitions.   
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Once the system is well developed, consideration could also be given to developing more 
sophisticated career information tools.   For example, a suggestion has been made earlier 
about the need to incorporate information on skill/knowledge/capability sets for each 
occupation.  One enhancement which could be developed would involve a self-
assessment tool for users in which they could select from a menu the skills, knowledge 
and capabilities they already possess and have the system advise them of the occupations 
for which these are a full or partial match.  The system could then link to information on 
the CPD activities which are available to address any gaps. 

 

Launching the system 

It will be important for the PIC to celebrate the development and release of the career 
information system through some form of formal launch.  Further discussion will need to 
occur about the optimum time for this to happen, and this will be dependent on the 
timeframes set for implementation and completion of the various stages of the project.  
It will be important to ensure that the system is far enough advanced so that the PIC has 
something worthwhile to launch.  It will also be important to ensure that the launch is 
not left so long that the system is seen as already well established and, therefore, ‘old 
news’.  The launch should involve presentations to groups of industry practitioners in 
both Melbourne and the regional areas and could be combined with other planned 
activities.  Industry associations, RTOs and the union should be invited to participate in 
the launch activities.  School career advisers should also be included in the launch and 
this could occur through PIC attendance at some of the regular meetings of the careers 
teachers’ groups.  Articles in the Insight and Plumbing Connections magazines and use of 
the PIC’s own electronic newsletter and other contact mechanisms should also be used to 
launch the system. 

 

Ongoing maintenance  

The PIC, through its preferred, management structure of the career path information 
system, will need to put in place processes for the ongoing maintenance and updating of 
the system in order to ensure the continuing currency of information.  The decisions on 
how best to do this will be dependent on the level of detail which is included in each 
occupational category.  Obviously, the more detail which is included, the more potential 
there will be for change to occur over time, particularly with regard to items such as 
salary scales.   The frequency of updates may potentially have significant cost 
implications for production of new material for distribution, so it may be useful to 
consider a ‘rolling’ system in which each sector’s information is updated at set periods.  
For instance, it may be worth trialling a system in which, each six months, one sector is 
checked for currency and updating.  This would mean that occupational information and 
career connections would be updated every few years. 
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Converting to a national system 

The PIC will need to consider if, and when, the Victorian career path information system 
will be put forward as a model for a national system.  As discussed earlier in this report, 
there has been widespread support for this to occur.  However, the political environment 
which is inherent with the introduction of national licensing will, to a certain extent, 
dictate when and how this is best done. 

 

Recommendation 3:  The career information system should be connected to the 
CPD system. 

 

Recommendation 4:  Further research needs to be conducted in order to 
identify the optimum specific media applications, such as proprietary web 
technology. 

 

Recommendation 5:  The PIC needs to work with other industry stakeholders to 
gather further occupational data for inclusion in the career information system. 

 

Recommendation 6:  A staged implementation process should be used involving: 

1. Identify the various industry categories and the occupations which sit within 
them, described in terms of job roles/frames of reference. 

2. Industry practitioners and other stakeholders should be invited to provide 
feedback on the validity and usefulness of the occupational pathway ‘tree’ 
structure. 

3. Flesh out each category occupation with details of what that specific 
occupation or job role entails, including the qualifications needed to gain 
entry into the occupation, the length of time required to complete those 
qualifications, the typical tasks which would be performed by the 
practitioner, and information on previous jobs which can lead into this role 
as well as the connection of this role to other future occupations.     

4. Continue to add to the detail for each occupation.  Content developed in this 
stage could include salary scales, generic and specific skill and knowledge 
sets which an experienced practitioner would be likely to develop. 

5. Convert the web based material into other media, eg. CD ROM, packages of 
written material, etc. 

6. Include ‘value add’ material, such as tips on returning to study, or more 
sophisticated self-assessment tools for users. 
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Recommendation 7:  The PIC will need to determine when to launch the new 
career path information system and how best to achieve maximum impact from the 
launch.  A range of industry stakeholder should be invited to participate and 
activities could include formal presentations in Melbourne and regional areas, 
attendance at regular meetings of groups such as careers teachers, and use of 
articles in plumbing magazines. 

 

Recommendation 8:  The PIC will need to determine how to structure the 
ongoing maintenance needed to ensure currency of the information.  In order to 
minimise resource difficulties, one option would be to deal with a different industry 
sector each six months. 

 

Recommendation 9:  The PIC needs to consider if, and when, it will offer the 
Victorian career path information system as the precursor to a national system. 
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Conclusion 

 

As was shown in the first report for this project, many industries are now recognising the 
importance of providing comprehensive career path information to both prospective new 
entrants as well as those already working in those industries.  As skills shortages become 
more acute, it will be critical for the plumbing industry to undertake a similar process in 
order to ensure that it is seen as an industry of choice with a diverse range of career 
opportunities. 

The data collected during this phase of the project has demonstrated that there is wide 
support from all sectors of the industry for the PIC to develop and maintain such a 
system, through a consultative process with other parts of the industry. 

Occupational information will be best presented in a variety of ways including the various 
registration and licensing categories and the other specialist occupations available in the 
industry, as well as the frames of reference which plumbers use themselves to describe 
their job roles.  Information needs to be presented through the use of a range of media 
to ensure that it is accessible to many different individuals.   

It is suggested that the system should be developed through a staged process and that it 
be linked to the ongoing Continuing Professional Development program project.   
Consideration should also be given to offering the system, once completed, as the model 
for a national career path information system. 
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Appendix 1 – Australian Bureau of Statistics ANZSCO 
Codes for Plumbing 

 

UNIT GROUP 3341 PLUMBERS18  

 
PLUMBERS install, maintain and repair pipes, drains, guttering and metal roofing, 
mechanical services and related equipment for water supply, gas, drainage, 
sewerage, heating, cooling and ventilation systems.  

Indicative Skill Level: 
Most occupations in this unit group have a level of skill commensurate with the 
qualifications and experience outlined below.  

In Australia:  

AQF Certificate III including at least two years of on-the-job training, or 
AQF Certificate IV (ANZSCO Skill Level 3) 

 
In New Zealand:  

NZ Register Level 4 qualification (ANZSCO Skill Level 3) 

 
At least three years of relevant experience may substitute for the formal 
qualifications listed above. In some instances relevant experience and/or on-the-
job training may be required in addition to the formal qualification.  

Registration or licensing is required.  

Tasks Include:  

• studying blueprints, drawings and specifications to determine the layout of 
plumbing systems and materials required  

• setting out and installing hot and cold water systems and associated 
equipment  

• installing water-based fire protections systems, including fire hydrants, 
hose reels and sprinkler systems  

• designing and installing sanitary plumbing and water supply systems, 
discharge pipes and sanitary fixtures  

• fabricating and installing soil and waste stacks  
• assembling and installing mechanical services plant, air handling and 

conditioning equipment and small bore heating systems  
• installing sewerage and effluent pumping equipment and disposal systems  

                                            

 

18 http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Product+Lookup/1220.0~2006~Chapter~UNIT+GROUP+3341+Plumbers 
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• installing below-ground drainage systems and associated ground support 
systems  

• installing gas appliances, flues and pressure regulating devices  
• fabricating and installing metal roofing, rainwater goods and flashings 

 
Occupations:  

334111 Plumber (General)  
334112 Airconditioning and Mechanical Services Plumber  
334113 Drainer (Aus) / Drainlayer (NZ)  
334114 Gasfitter  
334115 Roof Plumber 

 
334111 PLUMBER (GENERAL)  

 
Installs and repairs water, drainage, gas and sewerage pipes and systems. 
Registration or licensing is required.  

Skill Level: 3  

Specialisations:  

Fire Services Plumber  
Sanitary Plumber  
Water Plumber 

 
334112 AIRCONDITIONING AND MECHANICAL SERVICES PLUMBER  

 
Installs, maintains and repairs piping, ducting and equipment for heating, cooling 
and ventilation of buildings or vessels. Registration or licensing is required.  

Skill Level: 3  

Specialisation:  

Ductfixing Plumber 

 
334113 DRAINER (AUS) / DRAINLAYER (NZ)  

 
Installs, maintains and designs below-ground drainage systems and associated 
sewerage or effluent disposal systems. Registration or licensing is required.  

Skill Level: 3  

Specialisation:  

Septic Tank Installer 
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334114 GASFITTER  

 
Installs, maintains and repairs gas mains, piping systems downstream of the billing 
meter, and appliances and ancillary equipment associated with the use of fuel 
gases, including liquefied petroleum gas systems. Registration or licensing is 
required.  

Skill Level: 3  

Specialisations:  

Gas Main and Line Fitter  
Liquefied Petroleum Gasfitter 

 
334115 ROOF PLUMBER  

 
Installs, maintains and repairs flashings, metallic roof and wall claddings and 
rainwater products such as gutters and downpipes. Registration or licensing is 
required.  

Skill Level: 3  

Specialisation:  

Industrial Roof Plumber 
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Appendix 2 – Overview of Statistical Analysis on 
Survey 

 

The following information provides some background to the analysis of the survey used 
for this report. 

 

Target Population 

The target population for this survey was any plumber who is registered to do plumbing in 
any category within Victoria. The target population is known to be 22,796 plumbers (as of 
1 May, 2010).  The Plumbing Industry Commission of Victoria has access to the complete 
target population (i.e. sampling frame) with contact details.  

 

Sample Size & Level of Confidence 

Our intent is to make valid inferences for the total population at a 95% level of 
confidence and alpha level of 5% that is meaningful or important. In essence, this means 
that all statistical tests were considered significant if they differed much more than 
would happen by chance, 19 out of 20 times.  These levels are used widely in social 
research and are generally accepted as appropriate levels for industry research.   

There were two related projects involving surveys – a survey on career information for 
plumbing and a separate survey on continuous professional development.  Although the 
topics were separated, there was some overlapping information – questions on 
computer/internet usage were included in both surveys.  The sample size goal for both 
surveys was at least 600 completed surveys. Completed surveys for both surveys were: 

 

 Target Actual useable surveys 

Career Information Survey 600 625 

CPD Survey 600 697 

Total 1,200 1,322 

Table A – Survey targets and actual useable completed surveys 

 

The number of responses provides an accuracy of approximately +/- 4% when reporting 
proportions.  For questions that were asked in both surveys, the level of accuracy is 
approximately +/- 3%. 
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 Confidence Interval19 

Career Information Survey +/- 3.92% 

CPD Survey +/- 3.71% 

Combined Questions +/- 2.70% 

Table B – Survey Confidence Intervals 

 

Weighting Responses 

Currently, just over 6,000 plumbers have e-mail accounts registered with the Plumbing 
Industry Commission of Victoria.  Although e-mail addresses provide convenient access to 
plumbers for surveys, there was some concern whether plumbers with e-mail accounts 
were representative of all plumbers in their views on careers.  In order to overcome any 
bias in this area, surveys were also conducted by phone and telephone with plumbers who 
did not have e-mail addresses registered with the PIC.  All surveys were then weighted to 
ensure that there was no bias on plumbers with e-mail addresses.  The weighting used for 
the career survey is presented in the following table.   

 

  Population Pop'n % Samples Sample% Weight = 
Pop%/Sample% 

E-mails 5,997 26% 546 78% 0.336 

No e-mails 16,799 74% 151 22% 3.402 

Totals 22,796  697   

Table C – Survey Weighting for Career Survey 

 

Plumber Characteristics Analysed 

Almost every question in the survey that queried plumbers on the topic of career 
information and continuous professional development was analysed for differences 
between various groups of plumbers with differing characteristics.  For instance, we were 
interested to know if registered plumbers had different views from licensed plumbers, or 
did city plumbers view things differently than plumbers in regional areas? 

                                            

 
19 Calculated for proportion of 50% (most conservative proportion), N = 22,796 
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The report highlights where there were significant and important differences.  For the 
statistical reader, differences were analysed using a chi-square test for most groups, the 
Fisher Exact Test for 2 by 2 tables and the Phi coefficient measure for comparing the 
relationship between two categorical variables for two or more sub-groups. 

The characteristics (i.e. sometimes referred to as attributes) that were analysed within 
the survey are: 

Level of Registration:  The survey was directed at registered and licensed plumbers – in 
any category.  37% of survey responses were registered plumbers and 63% were licensed. 

Age when first registered:  Records the age when a plumber was when they first 
registered in the trade.  This allows some analysis for mature aged entry into plumbing 
along with other issues that may be impacted by the age of entry into the trade.  The 
average age of entry is 24 years, whilst the median is 21 years old.  The middle fifty 
percent of plumbers enter the trade between the ages of 20-25. 

Years of experience in the trade: The average years of experience in the trade is 24 
years.  Half of all Victorian plumbers have 25 years of experience or more.  The middle 
50% of plumbers have between 12-35 years of experience. 

Regionality:  Plumbers were asked about the regional population where they lived.  These 
were presented in five categories: Melbourne & suburbs, Regional cities (+80,000), Large 
Towns (populations of 20-80,000), Small Towns (1-20,000), Country or small community 
(less than 1,000).  Some of the analysis grouped the two smaller categories together as 
there were only 46 plumbers represented in the country or small community category. 

 

Chart A – Regional distribution of plumbers in Victoria 
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Categories of Registration(s) or License(s):  Each plumber listed the standard categories 
that they were either registered or licensed to work within.  The overarching categories 
used within Victoria include: Water Supply, Gasfitting, Roofing (Stormwater), Sanitary, 
Drainage, Mechanical Services, Irrigation (non-agricultural) and Fire Protection.  
Refrigeration Mechanics was also added after initial survey testing suggested that this 
category of plumber did not necessarily associate themselves with Mechanical Services.   

Amount of work performed in each category of registration: Each plumber provided a 
generalised indication of how much work they performed within each category of 
registration or licensing.   

Current working arrangement: Each plumber described their working arrangement as one 
of: employee, manger/supervisor, or self-employed contractor.  Self-employed 
contractors made up the largest group (61%), followed by employees (28%) and then 
manager/supervisor (11%). 

How many people do you work with:  Plumbers were asked about the number of 
plumbers, plumbing apprentices and non-plumbers they work with in their operation or 
business.   

 

 

                                             

 

  




